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Chapter One: Introduction

:The Government of Israel resolved,1987May!31.1()ח

interrogation regarding01~

*

That the matter of the GSS methods

the wake of Criminal Appeal15-חן)Hostile Terrorist Activity (

HTA

this time81subject of vital ptiblic importance8-)Nafsu(87,24!

".which requires elucidation

:Therefore the Government decided

accordance with Sec . ! ofחו,,llry1וחסן055,ט9חCommi8"'To establish

regarding the investigation.968],Inquiry Law,051551חסו!the Commi

HTA , and the giving of0מthe GSS]0methods and procedures

..connectlon with these investigationsח!court1חtestimony

andן! proposals ,, as5מ0ןmake recommendati(ח0)חזמ15510ויע!ו"The

also regarding the appropriate Inethods and procedures,!מsees

account8ח10חןtakil1ס!whi,%!טז!טtheמןthese investi

~

igations8ת!

~

concern

".struggle against ;HostEle Terrorist Activity10,שאlhe _ nnigue nvefis

:The Government also decided that

0!apply10,

Bec

~
bie the subjects of

the

investigation obligate secrecy"

of the Commissions of Inquiry Law

,

with the23

.

the Commission Sec

Inquiry]0The Commission...(6)subsections ) ! ( and]0exception

of20.Sec10report according15!shall decide regarding publication of

"

.

the Commissions Of Inquiry Law

reign Affairs Committee-!0,the Knesset ' s Defense and987!June1ח()

of the law , '

'ht

at the subject of

the

23.accordance with Secחן,confirmed

י'

.

nquire require secrecy[]0inquiry and the deliberations Of the Commission

.accordance with Secחן,the Supreme court]0the President987!June2חל)

ired ) Moshe Landauןlustice ): retiנ..the undersi; igned6ס1חof the Law

,

, appoil(8)4

as Chairman or the Commission , and Judge Iretired ) Ya 'akov Malz

(currently the State Comptrollerl and Major

~

eneral ( res .

)

Yitzhak Hofi as

appointed ludge Alonח0ן55ווחוח0םthe members of the Commission . The

.as cootdinatof0ןן3!ח)



theחו Government10herewith submitted5!This report

,

which2.!

the Defense and Foreign10of the Law , and(ב)19.accordance with Sec

was adopted by the Commission.(5)23.Sec10Affairs Committee according

be made public11!7לfirst part whichב:contains two parts11.unanimously

be1ועל!01חsecond part which8of the law , and(8)20.Sec10according

order1מrequired15published , since the Commission was convinced that this

.

preserve State seeurity10

,witnesses42heard11whichחוsesslons43The Commission held3.!

among them Pri

me

Ministers , personnel of the General Security Service

personnel5!1,0(henceforthמו : GSS ) - from the Heads of the GSS and others

the field - staff

,

of

I

'

the

the!ח level of investigation0),the present and the past

serviceתו , other publ

ic

officials , as well as experts!088!civilian and military

varlous fields and persons who were interrogated by GSS interrogatots . The

received consider11.Commission also visited GSS investigation premlses

theמו initiative of the GSS and)8able written material from the GSS , both

Of which we
~
e fulfilled . The!!פ,requests of the Commission10response

other State1"0,-1iequ(ist"1מ!יisslon als~ reeeived written ma
~
eriai0וותוה[)

notice8workמו the Commission published5?1the outset of1)ע.authorities

writing regarding the subject of0קקב!צ10!1חו)the press inviting the public

the Commission frona10written responses56Inqulry . This notice elicited5)!

ividualsח1 , lawyers and organizations ( the Association for civii Rightsו6חו

these10]!1150Israel , and Amnesty International ) . The Commission addressed

was.י necessary regarding them011])1responses and did what

as1!regard01תLetter of Appointment , the Commission did5)!10According

clarification of every specific complaint that was10חובenter10duty5)!

the0חsample , ! ] this could shed

iI

ght]0only by way50did!1.!!10addressed

.investigation]0GSS methods

1collectן legal material which10necessaryחןThe Commission found4.1

of the3!.Sec10inquiry . This task was entrusted accordingאןrequired for

the]0behalf0חetephone call(פthe Commission received,87.9.1!0ת,late stage8))יע
meet the0)the Intemational Red Cross who requested,0IsraelחוMission,0Head

the caller0]the Commission explained0י

~

Chairman o

~

the

Commission .. The Coordinator

beתן made0)had)10ןthe Commission the apprach]0the procedure0,that according

.such communication from the Red cross was received by the Commission0א.writing



Ms . Rachel Suchar , Director, Criminal Department , State10,Law

Attorney ' s Office

,

and she discharged her duties with commendable

.

discemment and devotion

the Commission allowed Col

.

(res . ) zvi,355)the request of the1)/5.1

under,355)behalf

,

'

ofthe

observer,,מ0 only8חsessions as51110מןמ150ןTerlo

conditions laid down by the Commission . Beyond this permisslon which he

theח)was granted , Col . Terlo gave the Commission important help

the0*submitted355)the written matenal which the,0presentation

vanous legal0355ח)the]0presenting the vlevvsתוCommission , and

.the conclusion of the taking of evidence by the Commission!פ,problems

deal with two10Letter of Appointment required the Commission5!16.1

Hostile0חthe GSS]0subjects : the investigation methods and procedures

Court regarding theseמוTerrorist Activity

,

and the g
~
ving Of testinlony

investigations . As the ground for the appointment of the Commission , the

Letter of Appointment cited the Nafsu case which was heard by the Supreme

faets regarding the1חהThe Vxposure of.87/124Criminal h?peal1חCourt

the Supreme court ' s;

judgment

" the Nafsuתו,GSS methods of interrogation

theת1 GSS , andמוcase severely undern) ined the lyub

~ '
c ' s confidence

or105501בdanger8or!חו0קthe10.parallel

,

iaausitd Immense cOnfusion

once that those directly81note!85"ןdirection , within the GSS itself . We

,involved, namely GSS investigators and legal advisers and their superlors

because the81ט.GSS personnel!8!10small minority of the8constitute

the InJury and the confusion,355)the]0integral part811תט15חInvestigators

.

spread throughout the GSS

was preceded by11;the first shock sustained by the GSS01חThis was7.1

Affair , which was perhaps840ן.5300טthe shock of the affair known as the

01ourת,0 Letter of Appointment , we were10even more painful . According

when the President986!June250חdeal with that affalr , which ended

sen

lor

pardoned!!סו(355 eleven GSS personnel , among them menibers of

,personnel , followed by the resignation of most of them from the GSS

including the then head or the GSS .. Mr . Avraham Bendor (Shalom ) . But we

the very grave failure of these1ן85שעsaying thatמןbe wrong01חshall

subvert the deliberations10their criminal conspiracy0)persons , with respect



of~ and mislead the committees that investigated that affair , which prepared

the ground for the revelations that attended the Nafsu affair : once confidence

longer possible eo0תwas!ו,the rirst affair,0result8badly shaken as50was

.

the Nafsu appeal1חcover up the manifestations that were exposed

,characterized by professionalism15The investigation staff

,

of the GSS8.1

81181undergo exhausting working conditions10duty , readiness0*devotion

by11פconfront physical danger , but above0,hours of

the

day and night and

secret activity , withחוserve the natlon and the State10high Inner motivation

own reward"

,

without the public glory which comes with8*1k

~

duty being

grollp of persons like thisבthe rnore painful and tragic that8111511.publicity

saylng this1מ.groupבbehaviour as individuals and as"ח1וfailed severely

the methods of interrogation they employed - which10refeving!0חwe are

be explainedון
~

beל, defended , both morally and legally , as0)are largely

method whichבcourt

t

givingתו faise testi
~

ony,0the method0)below - but

.see and which deserves utter condemnation10811been exposed tor,לסח_has

5''the GSSחןthis method increased the crisis of confidence]0The revelation

undermining the sense of1511ibre; lvliich h
~
a bigun earlier, and1-[

~

hior

respect or every GSS officer . This evil must be-5י1סself-confidence and

the full sense of

the

11mב.תו
~
tter of life and death for us5ןב!,~radicated , for

.term

nesvבturn0)We are convinced that today recognition of the necessity9.1

the eyes of

the

public andחוrehabilitate the standing of the GSS10leaf and

115the GSS , fromחוevery person10personnel , extends0ן!5חקלthe eyes ofחן

the most junior10,the current Head]0senior personnel ,, under the leadership

first step toward this essentlal catharsis of the GSS8interrogator . We see

the disclosure of the whole truth which marked the85115ת18111,חוfrom

testimony of the GSS personnel who appeared before us . They opened their

us and admitted their errors without hiding anything , and we believe10hearts

set straight what was twisted . The10the sincerity of their intentionsחן

wh

ich

the GSS has been awaiting the report of thisמןinterim period

regard our principal function as being-יtoday

.

Weחט(1ןCommission has lasted

the10rehabilitation and healing with regard]0guide the essential process10

the framework of10חוHTA , by integrating this vital activity0חGSS activity

4



Israel espouses

.

We hope that]0the values of

the

rule of law which the State(,ש,
"ז

them!חח their0)have restoredוווקלpersonnel355)this way theת!,.,,
,their way , wh

ich

they requlfe for their work,0the righhess,0'

'
conviction

distinguish between right and wrong , without needing the10and the ability)1

.

every step and turn81legal expert8help of,ש,



Fiacts01Chapter Two: I
~
escription

The laat Nafsu Case

departure for the,0Since the Nafsu case vvas posited as the point1.2

concise8open with10proper1511,appointment of this Commission

the description of10maln points

.

To this end , we must turn5)1description of

of87/124Criminal Appeal1חthe Supreme Court ' s judgment1תthe facts

the

President:T1his appeal was submitted by izzat Nafsu , by leave o.87.5.24

the Military,09-44ים.accordance with Sec1מof the Supreme

ttfuoc

the appeal were determined1חThe findings of

facts

.1955,Jurisdiction Law

the basis of the appellant ' s admission before the Supreme couft of facts0ח

imperilling]0the point10exceeding authority]0offence8חwhich constjtute

The.1955of the Military Jurisdiction Law(ב)73.State security , under Sec

have the Special co
~
ft Martial ' s;

judgment

10part , agreed5)1Vrosecution , for

which the appellant was also convicted of graveמ),set aside82.6,29of

offenses or treason , espionage . and aiding the enemy during wartime , for

,airrest,0y~ars ' iml]risonwlent fwm the day1810whi~h he ~was sentenced

have the Military10also agreed11

.

and dismissed from the Army,80.1.4

set aside . Instead

,

the Supreme86.6.290חAppeals Court ' s judgment g
~

ven

months ' imprisonment , and demoted240)Court sentenced the Appellant ,0sergeant-" maJor . Beiore convicting the Appellant10him from lieutenant

thoroughבthe basic of0ח,the offence

,

the Supreme Coart convinced itself

couftt that his confessionחןconducted with the appellant)וclarificatlon that

.truthful oneבbefore the couft was

theמו8 Supreme Court ' s judgment , Nafsu maintainedחוAs stated2.2

his0,held concerning the confessions he gave"181מwithin the1181ז"

that during his interrogation GSS interrogators,19801חinterrogators

,committed acts of violence against him , which included pulling his hair

the groud . kicks , slaps and insutts

.

He was10shaking him , throwing him

shower with cold water . He wasבtake0)stn

p

and was sent10ordered

1stretchב

.

during the day but chiefly81בsleeping for hoursוחסוprevented

longזסוthe yard of the prlson premisesחןstand10night . and was forced

was also threatened withסנו.being interrogated01מhours also when he was



personal]0the arrest of his mother and wife , as well as with the publication

.information about himself that the interrogators possessed

the testimony under oath of theחוThese allegations were denied

that time was Head of the GSS1בinterrogators , headed by the person who

Interrogation team which investigated Nafsu ' s case

.

The Court hdartial

preferred their denial over Narsu ' s testimony , and after weighing the

accepted Nafsu ' s confessions as)1,very detailed judgment8חו,evidence

the basis0חtNthful and lawfully obtained

,

and convicted him - principally

the counts of the indictment , including the!!80ת-of these confessions

terrorist organization from Southernןsmuggling of combat materiel for

.

the country10חוLebanon

Judgment , the Special Court hfartjal rejected Nafsu ' s allegations15!13.2מ

him and threats made against him . The0חconcerning violence exerted

desist from this belief, even thoug$] they discoyered false01תJ
~

dges did

denials by the interrogators concerning the interrogation of others , as well as

hilfiself . Nor5בא[טinterrogi: ation of0(סא!reE ~ting4018115._ e~lleernlng ~ertain

ftwa

s

the Military Appeals court impressed by the Defence

'

s arguments , and

attack the10daring]0)sharp terms of the defence1חreprimandבadded11

.interrogators ' testimony

uJ

dgment , the15]Soee time before the Adilitary Appeals Court gave4.2

obstruct10personnel355)by several senlor110תcriminal conspiracy entered

commjtteesת0 investigating the bilS affalr which occurred,0the proceedings

0551,7.official

,

Mr355)senlor8.this conspiracy1ת

.

NaS revealed,84.4.12

theב Zorea Committee , as05ז0א""מTrojan"בGjnnosar , acted as

committee naember Slttl
~

g with Maj . Gen . ( res . ) Zorea . This Committee

team headed by the Stateב,At

~

erwards,1984Mayחוreportשןsubmitted

Blattman . was also misled . through coordinated obstn]ction.'ו.Attorney Mr

JulyחוReport115that tealn . which submitted10false testimony]0the form1ח

When this disgraceful cl)nspiracy INaS revealed , the doubts amofig.985!

Nafsu ' s conv

lctlon

, which had]0GSS personnel concernin

~

the justness

theחן GSS already beforehand , increased . andמןexisted here and there

internal8מhis initiative ordered that1בthe new

~

ss Head1987January

this investigation . theחנ

.

reexamine this case10investigation be conducted



the trialחןNafsu ' s claims]0most]0interrogators admitted the validity

him , with the exception of his0חpressure exerted]0concerning ~eans

the heari

ng

of the10]0!זק.result8contentlons regarding blows and slaps . As

agreement vvas reached between the Chief8ח.appeal by the Supreme Court

the appeal and whoחןMilitary Advocate , who represented the Prosecution

the a

~

reement theח(.had also investigated the case himselt: , and the Defence

annul10Prosecution , with the concelrrence of the Attorney General

,

agreed

the,0the first two instances . after admitting that because01the judgments

Ic)nger be argued that the0תcould1!.Nafsu0חmeans of pressure exerted

him were admissible and credible . The appellantוחסז]confessions obtained

the lighter10.accordance with the agreementחו.Nafsu for his part con [essed

.offence of which he was convicted by the Supreme couftl as noted above

11%andוט the degree of his111%טThe Su

~

reme couftts decision concerning his

.now conclusively constitutes resiudicata

theת1 above-mentioned internal investigation . which was conducted5.2חו

u ~sing means of1חNafsu ' s interrogators Inaintained that.987!February

355)theחןthem10gone beyond what w
~

s ailowed01תpress
~

re they had

and - what
~

as even graver - they claimed.1!!סחthe81directives that existed

whieh they18ח!,ח)within the181]1the81false testimonyחו8חועושthat even

deviated from)0חhad850ןden

ied

having exerted such pressures . they

.the csst and this

iw

th the knowledge of

their

superlorsחוaccepted practice

one word of01מthe part of the interrogators drew0חThese contentlons

the internal investigation . With regretחוreservation by anyone taking part

employ10and shame , vve must find that these claims concerning perrnisslon

givingת1 false testimony]00ח(ות'י"pressure , together with the rel ;Ited

use physical10be COITCCt ( although permission10us10Court . were proved

EISחן detailed.980!the years sinceתוpressure was greatly reduced,0means

.

this matter below0חthe second part of this report )

.

We shall elahorate

1theבח1- Nafsuחוvlew . then

.

the proceedings]0From these points6.2

were-181חwithin the!8ו])theחןand particularly the [alse testimony given

which GSSחוother such trialsחוdifferent from what occurred0ח

actor[ח81וחbe considered the)0חintenogators testified . Yet this should

which Nafsu was imprisoned for10nderlying the perversion ofjustice due
"



which he was finally sentenced by the0)5"
24yearsחסחז(

,

beyond the

.Supreme couft

acceptingי0חvery scrupulous about15355)be explained below

,

theל,ו1ןAs

.

from persons under interrogation false confessions concerning untrue facts

need]וtrue confession , using psychoSogical pressure8obtain105ןThe aim

be , and sometimes even physical pressure . such as was exerted against

be true

,

disrupts - for0)Nafsu . Any false confession , mistakenly believed

Hostile Terrorist]1010)methods of struggle5'obvious reasons - the GSS

made between the5יthorough comparlsonבfor this reason that51י!.Activity

con[esslon with information obtained from otherחב!information obtained

the hands of the GSS from privilegedחןsuspects and with information

.the court10soulres , which cannot be revealed

the Nafsit affiir . Here credible secret evidenceחוThis was not

the

case7.2

informer who had8ח

,

was almost totally lacking , since the main witness

lvool-

dyed-חו-א1"

'

providedב' information against Na[su , had been termed

testify . The only()1ce)urt10brought01חliar" by the interrogators . He wi~ s

Nafsu himself, was]0additional testimony which supported the confession

that SanlE infornler ' s ~VIfE , ~lhich

aw

s accepted as]0fact the testimony.ת!

1ב

~

elease him0)reliable . For this reason Nafsu ~ s interrogators were prepared

the end , ( he results or Nafsu ' s1ט8!ת.certain stage of the investigation8

senseבthe time believed indicated1בpolygraph test - which his investigators

exam

ple

thisמב case car] serve as,5(בה!guilt - were decisive . The tre)uble01

the interpretation of0חunreservedly relying111of the risks involved

re-examinedס- ,Nafsu ' s test wer]0polygraph tests , since recently the results

his character, he silould be considered10was [ound that due11and

.other w ()rds

t

the polygraph test proved nothing1ח-"unexaminable"

,the Na [su investigation10

~

e [fort ftwa

s

devote.1()great dealבthe time1)/

IDF officer accused Of such severeחבconsideration his St ;ltltS as0)חוtaking

treason and spylng . Basic elisagl: rEel: lnents enlel: rged arl] ong the,0~ nces0!1ם

:the varlous stages of the investigationחוeight inte
~

ogators who took part

an~) ther t:ound that he.חמ(1חסשו]rely-!חס(וsvas54ל:1!טtwo of them believed that

the]0accused . the head5בעוthe offences )( ] which he!!בhad committed

the counts]0serlous1051חNatiu ' s guilt or theשteam himself ha

~

doubts as



Israel

.

These differences are0!חוagainst him : smuggling combat materiel

at

the

conclusion ofקטfinal , comprehensive report drawn8ח!reflectedע,ס!ו
comparlson with theח!Nafsu ' s interrogation . The summation was unusual

clear0תcontained!1GSS interrogations , sinceת!customary procedure

degree

.

(These differences among the15ןNafsu ' s guilt and10conclusion as

interrogators , including also the matter of interpretation of the polygraph

their testimonyחוthis day , as we learned from their statements10exist,)105

.)before us

vlew of the differences among the interrogators , the then GSS Headחו

the Chief Military Advocate ' s0ןsubmit the material gathered10decided

trialח0

,

and10whether Nafsu should be brought08סס6!חסו5תoffice ror

the Military10the material was submitted1!01תב,which counts

.

However

minority opinlonבthat office that10explained1וAdvocate ' s office , nor was

the above-eentioned final report (see theתןexisted regarding Nafsu ' s guilt

and the judgment of the Military,67-66.קק,judgment5

'

Court Martial

the defence ' s demand , aia the GSS81,Only later.(6.ק,Appeals Court

10the Court . incomplete disclosure of this nature10

~

repo1בתמihei511חז6ט

regular GSS practice and the .justification advanced50ןבthe Prosecution vvas

information , as,0for that was the need for absolute compartmentalization

be evident later . The couft was critical of

this

"filtering" of the material1!1עו

01Butת this too did.(67.ק)the Military Advocate ' s Office0!submitted

Nafsu ' s confessions and the verslonחוshake the court

'

s belief10suffice

did81ן"the81counts . The Prosecutorח110בwhich be was gilllty10according

bear upon Nafsu . because the GSS10know about the pressures brought!0ת

interrogators and legal advisers concealed these as well from the Adilitary

,the GSS . (See also belowו!)accordance Wlth accepted practiceמ!,Advocate

(.43.2.Sec

might have influenced!וthe couftl10these pressures had been revealed]1

the stand taken by the Military Prosecution and , ultinlate

~

y , the Court ' s

least , the Court was!8,this matterוטפ!1.חוconclusions regarding Nafsu ' s

thisחוmisled by the GSS , through the Military Proseclttion , which acted

.the GSS]0respect as the unwitting agent

only)0ח,warningבalarm andחבTo silm up: this

ac

se sel~ves as8.2



]0less becauseט6(0ח,Nafsu himself0)the miscarrlage ofjustice]0because

of

~

'

day

and1"11פthe10perJury , which was exposed1מthe coeuption inherent

.which must now be wholly eradicated

"The Terrorist Organizations and G

'

The Arrned Struggle

We have heard testimony and read exhaustive reviews about the9.2

theת1 territories and1ח)Hostile Terrorist Activi
~
y ( ftTA,0development

may be said , eoncisely , that the objective of the terrorist11.Israel

Israel . by means of terrorist,0the destruction of

the

State15organizations

acts!ו[ט. and disruption Of normal

remalns the veteran and.1965חוoperate0)Arafat 's Fatah , which began

also the chief

,

component5!11dominant of

the

~

alestinian organizations . and

the progenitor5!of the "

~

alestinian Liberation Organization" (PLO) . Fatah

systematic and methodical8of the idea of " the armed struggle . " as

of

the

Covenant8Article.(1968)'חבחסיח0(י[)Palestinian"5!!ח!conception

:states

the stage of national struggle for the!85)k

~

The Palestinian people

that reason

,

differences between)10.homeland15!liberation of

the fundamental10Palestinian national forces must give way

the one hand0חdifference that exists between Zionism and imperialism

that basis , theח().the other0חand the Palestinian Arab people

Palestinian masses

,

both as organizations and as individuals , whether

,

such places as they now live as refugees1חthe homeland orחו

SINGLE NATIONAL FRONT WORKING FOR THEגconstitute

PALESTINE THROUGH]0RECOVERY AND LIBERAT[ON

".ARMED STRUGGLB

THE ONLY WAY TO15ARMED STRUGGLE":9Article

01מmerelyב

,

the overall strategy15!ןLIBERATE

~

ALESTINE . Thus

tactical phase . The Palestinian Arab people assert their absotute

continue their armed struggle and10detennination and fi

rm

resolution

the liberation of their]מןarmed popular revotution8י0ח)work10

normal life0!They also assert their right.110)country and their return

שי



self-determination and10exercise their right10Palestine andמ!

Emphases added by the Commission . J[".)1sovereignty over

Fatah retains thisבWe must therefore see straightforwardly that as long

,view the only path

.

And indeed"תווdoctrine

,

the path of violence remains

sesslon"*18the concluding political Statement of theחוthis was stated agaln

:Algeria1(1957)חof the Palestine National Council , held last Spring

theב basis of the Palestinian National Covenant , and out ofחל)"

the resolutions of

the

Palestine Nactional Councjl , we10commitment

basis for Palestinian national action8stress the following elements as

within the framework of the PLO , the sole legitimate representative of

'

'

.

the Palestinian people

,forms15!1!מב!the Palestinian level

:

continuatlon of

the

struggleי(מל'

realize the national0,orderחן,armed mass and political struggle8

liberate the Palestinian and Arab lands from the Israeli10goals and
occupation....י,

The

'

י'

:

this issue , the other Arab terrorist organizations concur with Fatahחל)

,Va

~

estine , " heaaed by George

~

abash]0

~

opular Front far the Liberation

dogmatically Marxist ideology

.

and Naif Hawatmeh ' s "Democratic15!with

Front for the Liberation of Palestine , ' ' which recently joined the PLO , also

the territory of Eretz-Israel . and the same1!יחןב''pfeach the ,'

'

armed struggle

.יי

.

of the "Rejection Frontו1ב52ח0ןholds good for other organl

citizens15ןdestruction of the State and the killing of]0This doctrine10.2

the fact that the terrorist10mere proclamation . We are witness5ן0מ

perpetrateח0מ8 terrorist acts10organizations spend their maximum etforts

distinction0חrealize their doctrine . They draw0)orderחו,continuous basis

conducted15"between military and civilian targets : the '

'

armed strltggle

015againstח every possible target . Some of them declare publicly that there

civilian target , since both serve Israel ' sבmilitary andבdifference between

civilian targets with the0חOthers disguise attacks".וו0ק(וaggressive

זסו

.

the targets they attack are military or intelligence targets1!8claim that

the pu

rpose

of "the armed struggle . ' ' the terrorist organizations have
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of1תוסקthe10-the outside , and carries them out0מfrom organization HQs

.executing prlsoners suspected Of collaborating with the Israeli authorities

lsrael and the territoriesח!As ~oted , the bulk of the terrorist activity12.2

terrorist organizations across the borders of the,0directed by the HQs15

the110מ)smuggle materiel (weapons and explosives0)State

.

They also try

8the Jordan River were0ת'the past the 'open bridges1ח

.

area of the State

recent years effect

~

ve measures have1מ

.

convenient channel for this purpose

been halted01חhas11hamper this transfer Of materiel (although10been taken

,result8the borders has been improved . As,0altogether) and supervislon

the use Of locally manufactured , improvised1חupswtngמבthere has been

the use of

weapons

perpetrateחבIncreaseחו terrorlst attacks

,

and10weapons

considerable part of this activityג.other than firearms (knives ) against Jews

local initiative , without any1בcaaied out by groups which have organized5!

guidance from terrorist organization centres across the borders

.

With the

one of

the

10localחו group of this kind could be integrated8,passage of time

disturbחוIncreaseחבestablished organizations . Recent years have seen

vehicles , acts1בMOI

otov

cocktails]0the h

~

ilihg4טחhriee
~

, fo
~
k-~hiowing

the0תwhich can cause the death of persons travelling!0the evil effects

these activities are chiefly youngsters beiow the ageח!roads . Those engaged

.~year-old children-14and even,8!

important component Of PLO8חcuwently15-Political Subversion3.2ן

terrorist8may include acts of su

pport

for)1.the territoriesחןactivity

organization , publication of praise , sympathy or encouragement for violent

terrorist acts , or actions , involving the public expression of identification

8organization , or maintaining contact with operatives ofמבwith such

,TeEorism Ordinance]0the Prevention]04

.

terrorist organization . (See Sec

the Prohibition8חןחוConcetן0א.!01ןthe terrilitories .. the Orderחו,,and,948!

of Acts of Incitement and Hostile Propaganda . ) Public front bodies have

.operate among the nlasses

.

especially the young generation10been set up

this regard

.

These bodies recelve their0!סחן]importantצבוקחבand students

convenient human baseבthe PLO , and their nlembers constituteחוס

"orders

factחןter
~

rist activity . Recent years have0י]and reservoir for recruitment

theסוק0סקתוyoung,0organized groups]0the numberחןincrease8חseen

territories fa)m among the political subversion activists whose members

-14-



that Of actual10shifted from the phase of open sympathy and incitement

.terrorist attacks

combat , foil and prevent101511The State authorities whose function14.2

Hostile Terrorist Activity inside Israel are

:

the IDF, the israel Police and the

prevent the infiltration of

terrorlsts

and weaponry105)The [DF' s role.055

from across the borders of the territory under Israel ' s control

.

The
~
var

the0חagainst terrorism inside the borders of the

tS

ate devolves primarily

describe briefly the organizational structure of

i

the GSS and ofG1SS . We shal

andמו then survey the history of the war against HTA,1וחטInvestigation5א

the10bring usל,ונןproblems and achievements . This115

,

the last two decades

maJor topics of our discussion , namely the GSS ' s interrogation methods and

court . Some of

the

discussion1חprocedures and the interrogators ' testimony

this Report

,

while,0the second , classified part0)ח,must be incorporated

.being nlade public5ןthis

~

art , whichחןappear11וילsome

As the ideology adopted by the varlous organizations crystallized15.2

thr
~

ugh

the

_

yea

~
s, compartrnentalizat

~

on anaong and vvjthjn the aganizations

increased greatly , and professional training tor underground operations and

copir
~
g with inteerogation was expanded . Moreover , some of the terrorists

,the territories have already experienced detention and interrogationחןactive

their prlson terms

.

and others who were6סוס1קוח0סincluding some who have

85prisonerlב exchanges . The prlsons themselves serve[,0released as part

,

hothouse of organizing , ideological indoctrination and professional training

.cope with GSS interrogators0)how0חincluding guidance

the continuous battleתוThese facts pose numerous difficulties and obstacles

this1תconfront and persist continuously10foil HTA . The GSS has had10

improve the0)changing c

~

rcumstances , and1חcampaign for long years and

mission115accomplish0!order,חוdisposalב(15ןtools and methods

.successfully

,

terrorist activity0,sightחוend0תbe0,bears noting that there appears11

be the0)continiteןןוילthe foreseeable future thisחןwhich means that

personnel15ןprincipal and onerous task facing the GSS - especially those of

.these fieldsתןwho are directly engaged

-15-



Description Of GSS Activity

theתנdescription of the tasks and structure of the GSS we include)/16.2

.of this Reportח8ק,second

,

classified

the wake of the six Days War broughtחיIstael

'

s control of the territories

1theוחט.1תט[1 scope and activities or the Investigationחןupheavalחבabout

very limited number of investigations aimed mainlyבthen

,

there were only

very small number of interrogatorsבthwarting expionage , hence only1ב

8suddenly found itself f

~

cing*וחטwere needed

.

Following the war , the

10persons,0surgtng stream of Hostile Terrorist Activity and hundreds

and,5)0סעס4!תסחזקcope with these10vvas unprepared1ותטinterrogate . The

.

unorganized and improvised fashionחתפ!acted11,the first stagesחו

deployed itself for more organized and institutionalized)!חטGradually the

actlvlty : the number of interrogators vvas considerably increased and patterns

activity ; prenilses for interrogation15ןand procedures were laid down ior

were allocated; ranks and responsibilities were defined ; databases were

,,,,,.
י"

,,
%ויי)ש

,8י,.

5,
ש

handleתסס!5ט0טת1 the10was more or less ready?ומט_formed; and s
~

on

the

number of failures , theבorderly fashion

.

Despiteחותבwar against HTA

15registered , and11be extremely effective , and0!unit ' s INar proved itself

creditחו , both1150!large number of successesב.register10continuing

locating those responsible after the event . Alsoח!foiling such activities and

sesstons

,

the15!when this Commission was holding1!סתזduring the very

uncover10was able1!slacken . and)0חvital activity of the GSS did

01say that many citizens0)exaggeration01511ח.dangerous terrorist cells

10generatן,5 andחןthe GSS10this country owe their lives and security

.particular1ותטחןInvestigation

collecting10has always attached the utmost importance355)The17.2

IHTAI . Obtaining evidence for theןinformation for preventing and thwarting

the work of theחןhave top priority)0חof those interrogated did!8"1

.intewogators

:this way11put0ח
~

1ranking]55ווהוה0 GSS officlal who testified before the)/

.collecting systemבmainly15of

this

Theב!! network that deals with"'

think today , that the tool or1!1)5the end , we thought . and we1ח

-16-
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Jew8,0actsמות8 of terrorism . such as the murder10kind : eye-witnesses

assist the investigators and generally even10Arab area , are unwilling

sympathy5'חסו181טקסקprovide cover for the perpetrators because of

'

'

the

local

terrorist actפthe perpetrator of15for and fear of the terrorists . Only rarely.caught red-handed

terrorist cases are hampered by the determination of1מinterrogations355)

them , as the result of10reveal information known10!0חthose interrogated

cope0!how0מthorough briefing8ideological indoctrination which includes

act of8מinterrogation . with this coping as such being considered8חwith

the fear of15the other hand , thereחל)..organization5'bravery by the terrorist

inside the51111be attacked whileוויילthe person under interrogation that he

10him , and his unwillingness10he reveals information known!1ptison

1iedנוקע8(1נ8 by the hope that he15cooperate with the interrogators which

prlsonerת1 exchange

,

as has happened8חוevents be freed from prlson eatly

.the past

,.,,,,.,.,
discover what he10difficillt confrontation between the vital need8110תturns

well-f

~

unded assumption , usualiy from ciassified80תknows , based

-
% keep silent and conceal10of the person interrogated!וועלsources

,

and ihe

mislead the interrogators by providing false0)what he knows or

.information

15t
~

thful confessionפemerges that every time11From the above19.2

person under interrogation , then as distinct from the majorityבobtained from

HTA casesמן,Of criminal cases which are investigated by the Police

civil Prosecution , the accused ' s]0the military10submitted by the GSS

police8him and signed by him beforeוחסז!confession , as taken down

handed over following the completion15whom the accused10,interrogator

almost always the maln5!-of his interrogation by the GSS interrogator

GSS interrogation personnel possess]וevidence against the accuded . Even

additional incriminating information against the suspect , this information

inadmissible151!couftl either becauseמוoften cannot serve as evidence

115be caused by10under the laws of evidence or because the harm liable

before the couft

.

Hence the11disclosure outweighs the benefit or bringing

-18-



tNtfUIחaccused8ח0!81ח confession from8major importance Of obtaining

.terrorist actsז0ו

the past twency years the GSS has scored1ת

,

As noted above20.2

.citizens from HTA115protecting the State andמ!considerable achievements

As for terrorist attacks that were carried outt the perpetrators were captured

percent of the cases . of the tens of thousands of90-80מוlatter]0sooner

50question

,

soGeמ!interrogations carried out by the GSS during the period

annual basis

.

Most of the other suspects8ח0תtrial0*peisent were brought

after the interrogation , with administrative measures such as851ש?םס]were

minority of

them

whom8detention , restriction , expulsion etc . taken against

the reliable,0the secrecy10court due10bring10was impossible*1

information against them

.

The overwhelming majority of those tried wete

court ; as for the rest - also quite1חthe basis of their confession0תconvicted

guilty and!0חwhich they pleadedח!large number - trials were heldב

.evidence was heard

8the second part of this Report we have included as appendices121.2ח

the Arab sector; theת!manpower status355)number of charts depicting the

HTA suspects interrogated as conaparea with the nurnber of GSS]0number

number of attauks

,

persons interrogated and cases solved1סא:inte~ogators

annual(תנ basis ; the number Of killed and wounded (Jews and Arabsח0מב

regional and annual basis; terrorist groups that wereח0בterrorist attacks

the organizational0חuncovered (both before and after attacks ) ; details

uncovered terrorist groups ; quantities of materiel of vanous]0affiliation

comparativeח0 chart containing dataבannual basis : andמ0חב,types seized

the number of suspects who confessed during interrogation and the number

4-1983from81"110of(0ל7-198. those brought

01the second and secret partחןsurvey - also included8This " followed by

HTA10this Report - of the interrogation methods applied by the GS

S

interrogators10onwards . and of the permission given1967suspects from

.

employ means of pressare , including physical pressure0!time0!from time

Summing up the description of the development throughout the years of

the

use pressure , the Commission notes that among almost10grant of permlsslon

sonne10that fecourse5!this subject the prevaiting vlewחוthose engaged811

-19-



5theנ interrogation Of HTA suspectsתוmeasure of physical pressure

%
'

,
%

the10,both expansion and of reduction and prohibition]0the directionתו-

greatly restricted - indicate5יpoint where today the use of such ~eans

8soul -searching within the GSS stemming from moral inhibitions and,% constant examination of the effectiveness or such methods , as against their

affected by outside complaints , by deviations850ןnecessity . The Issue was

from permitted methods , and by specific restrictions

mi

posed by the political

.

echelon

the Report ' sמן,separate discussionבThe Commission goes ofi the devote

interrogations and1תsecond section , concerning failures which occurred

ת1

Hhich

svas permitted , and the manner']0deviations from the means the use

.which such deviations were handted

"Trial8ss

~

rjals withinת%False Testimony

the maln5!acilised ' s confession during interrogation6%Wiien22.2

tantamount15Coartמוguilty)0תevidence gainst him , the accused ' s plea of

15allegation

I

that his confession was obtained by improper methods

,

and8שמ

thereforeת8 invalid and inadmissible as evidence against him . Such

the0ת"trial8within0[8",נבויallegation necessitates the conducting

,such circumstancesמנsay that10admissibility of the confession . Needless

itself, and the181הtrial

'

' constitutes the essence of the8the "trial within

theמו entire trial , against the accused orתוdecision8effectמוא15תוverdict

.his favour

orderly8מset forth as15the Court10The accused 's confession as submitted

document detailing the accused

'

s name and particulars , the name and

particulars of the person who took down the confesslon , the place and time

that the accused vvas%מ011מstatementב

,

the confession was taken down

wishes , and then the50he]1say anything1001מinfonned of his right

11the bottom of the statement , the person who took1ג.accused 's statement

the statement voluntarilyמ!down notes that the accused said what appears

the accused - and10that

the

statement was read out,7111עand of his own free

-20-
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trial

.

More and more defence lawyers began8trials withinתנoccuned

80!the argument that the confession - ostensibly made0!couft1תresorting

resulted from-11נשpoliceman voluntarily and of the accused ' s own free

the previous81the accused0מimproper methods used by GSS interrogators

stage . These arguments forced the Prosecution ,, as part of

the

duty incumbent

call GSS interrogators as10,of the said Ordinance12.under Sec110מ

the0מhave them testify0!orderמןthe Prosecutionזסוwitnesses

circumstances of the interrogation and the making of the confession , and

.be rejected10thereby refute the Defence 's allegation that

the

confession had

GSS interrogators appearing as]0the phenomenon1971result , sinceפAs

.

has become common81מ)tnals within theחןwitnesses for the Prosecution

the grave phenomenon under discussion here - that of10led,1תנמץט,This

81trialsמ1. within the1חuntruthful testimony by GSS interrogators

compartmentaliza81!0!פThe GSS has always SCNpulously observed25.2

of the activities Of

ltS

personnel , which means that nothing concerningחסח

.an

~

ene eutside the GSS itsefif1סmade known15the work of

GSS

personnel

done by interrogation15This holds good with even greater force for what

observed bv the GS

S

5!personnel within the interrogation facilities . This ruie

addition

,

the GSS Chief periodicallyקחז0סחט[0[מ!5!ץ81ת.מנstrictly and

10the Defence Minister and then10the political echelon - first0)reported

within the framework of

frequent

meetings between him,]1א!5וח,סthe Prime

the maln general Issues and matters of1100.ח,and the
~

ss chief . Here

,

details . Now , for the first time0)תוprinciple were dealt with without golng

the witnessמ():severe dilemma8interrogators found themselves facing355)

which they10stand they were asked questions abo
~

t interrogation procedures

other witnesses testifying11פreply under oath or under warnlng . Like10had

and nothing but"1[1טthe whole10!11סcourtt they were bound by the lawח!

Yet tNthful testimony would violate the sacred prjnciple of.1[א1טthe

every interrogator from the0)1מabsolute compartmentalization inculcated

the GSS . T
~

thful testimony required110תmoment he was received

the interrogation premises duringת0תןdisclosing and uncovering what went

ת1

,

exposure of interrogation methods and8חinterrogation , including

,

the futureתנemploying these methods]0consequence, the impossibility

questionחוthe adversary . The nlethods0,once they have been made known

-22-



are numerous and diverse

,

including means of pressure applied against

.suspects

the vatlous types of pressure10The second part of

this

Report refers26.2

employed by interrogators against persons investigated . For our purposes

that!8permitted11that the pressure exerted - even?580!מוhere , suffice

the court as vlolating the10appear10could be expected88time - was such

and thus causing the rejection of the,1וועיprinciple of the person ' s free

tantamount15rejection8

the

type discussed here such',0trials1ת.confession

.acquittal of the accused80מ!

the w
~
tness stand , the GSS interrogator considered0חHence , as he stood

disclosure ofפwould involve11the truth as doubly dangerous , since18מ111ס

interrogation methods and the application Of physical pressure , and the

reJectlon of

the

confession by the court and the consequent acquittal of the

each of

these

results vvas grave,055accused

.

From the point of vlew of the ,0the basis0ח,and undesirable - while GSS personnel were convinced

.

eharged85reliable information ? that the accu
~

d wa
~

indee

~

gilllty

way out of

this

dilemma8The solut
~
on found by the intenogators as27.2

was

,

from their point of vlew , the simplest and easiest: They preferred the

theמנ truth10!11סcompartmentalization over the duty0!1פ)principle Of

Court

,

and

,

from the witness stand denied having exerted any physical

mince our words - they0!01א.persons interrogated0חpressure whatsoever

.perjury under Sec]0thus committing the criminal offense,116סsimply

:which states,1977

.

of the Penal Code(8)237

judicial ptoceeding knowingly gives falseמ1פperson who24')

questionמ1 dealt with810material15matter which810testimony as

imprisonment for10liable15that proceeding comrnits perJury and

sevenפסץ[5...'י

personnel found355)This

,

then

,

was the harsh ailemma the28.2

.

and this was the solution they found,1197themselves confronting since

was the)וextremely surprising that15!ן,Given the gravity of this dilema

find the solutlon that they found feasible10interrogators thernselves who had

institutionalized0חcommand of the GSS gave the matter10קbecause the-
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the

interrogatorschosefromtheverybeginningtoconcealfromthe

-

theש
0personnel055Noneאtestified9שסמ[ס(%ס of the senlor30.2",.ןשיל

the specific moment when interrogators started0!1ת01קCommission could

""1%41
of

~

'

conduct

. Nor COUId they indicate any order, instruction11סחfollowing this'ששש
have beenשquestion seemedתוthis effect . The method0*or document("1.,

"אשי,: spontaneously generated
, and the interrogators were dragged along and slid,יך,1ש)יי

memberא85 defined*וחטmatter of

course

. One top Investigation8asחו!0א

courses , training and meetings110מ50.י'תore handed down from father1"

!1compartmentalization , yet when81!0*the need for0מemphasis svas placed

word vvas01מפ,attendant problems15]testimony and]0the lssue0!came

the GSS personnel who appeared before the01more

,

none15sald . What,_,יושש('

single case of any interrogator10,בCommission COUId recall , or point

.the subjet0תor voicing reflections0!objecting]0,asking;'
)עי1 We asked the senlor staff who appeared before the Commission how this

new interrogators ~vho had reeently joined theחו-itic
~
flcate

d

יין,........-15n]ethoaיל_
preliminary training8takes,016!, ,

-
,..' ( GSS . The new interrogator, vve were

veteranתו interrogator8intern with]0aide85חפcourse , and

" then posted
-

-

ך

interrogationמו premises

.

There the nevv recruit would find false testinlonyן
.veteran interrogators811agreed and accepted norm practised by8מco

~
rt'.ן,

SmalI wonder , then

,

that

the

new interrogator should accept such conduct as

coufti withoutמוappear0!self-evident, and follow suit when his time came,,
this issue . This , of course , was0חever having been explicitly instructed1

approved and15accompanied by the interrogator ' s feeling that the procedureו

.

fully backed by the GSS commandן

be0!which wasץ0ח(הunchallenged8חcourt soon became1מFalse testimony1

.

years16the rule forן

8was ingrained can be gleaned fromוחז0חwhich this0!The degree31.2ן
8"!1.82.9.6the Commission and bearing the date0)document presented1

discussion held between the GSS Chief and the Head of8memorandum ofן
The discussion mentioned one method of physical.אתטthe Investigation

and,0ןpersons interrogated svhich
~

as referred10pressure appliedי
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the above--mentionedשcourt judgment . Accordingח0,ה1בcommented

:follows85discussion was355)document , the summation of the internal

trial . . . vve shall deny carfylng out .

.

. and shall8trials within1ת,'

''.

.

vvith the prison/detltention centre procedulIres11תוסח...maintain that

guideline8court , bu
~
afis

o

explicit!0ס11חו orderתפonly01ח

:

other words1ח

be told . This memorandum was typed out and101!סthe nature of the0*as

..new*0תheads .. The guideline itself

'

was perhaps11חטdistributed amo

ng

GSS

the fact that senlor GSS personnel considered falseמוThe novelty consisted

even apprenhen)0מingrained and self-evident , that they were80testimony

This,ח1 was , as vve said()1writing and distributing1ח)!sive about putting

.(016years1!when the norm was already,1982

personnel4355

~

th

~

s conneetion that senlorחוIt

should

be further noted32.2

0*us that inside the GSS itself there was scrupulous adherence0!stressed

iron rule . Anyone caught making falseחבtelling the truth

,

and that this was

reports inside the GSS was severely punished , and some were even

''of 'double entry504בGSS

,

This appro
~

ch created1סאai

sljisi

~

d rroj

the one hand , and0מthe truth inside the GSS10book-~keeping : adherence

have0))0תthe other

.

This double standard seems0חcourt1תfalse testimony

.

bothered anyone for sixteen consecutive years

couflב asמנThe Commission conslders this fioma of giving false testimony

investigationמו activitiesתו.the part of everyone involved0חgrave failure

.355)the

Two grave incidents.19861ו1מטThe false-testimony norm survived33.2

0uproarא. , one after the another - theתבwhich created,0the publication

the exposure of thisתןbus affair and the Nafsu case - swiftly resulted300

isteredומוthis norm was admi10The death blow.0טמ1ב!מdiscontia5!!norm and

,

Nafsu ' s appeal0חthe

uj

dgmentחוby the President of the Supreme court

:where he said,87.5.240מgiven

us from the statements10became clear1ן,vlew of

this

conclusionתוי)

355)his opinionחוof the learned Counsel representing the State

,

that ,0terms of the accumulated weightתן

,

intewogators have deviated

-26-



their deeds

,

from proper proced
~

re , and compounded matters by Iying

their testimony before the Special Court Martial regarding theמנ

interrogation , when they denied the maln allegations of

the

5'appellant

.appellant concerning the interrogation methods

,underestimating the gravity of this conclusion0תThere can be

'

'

the0!11ס!the said witnesses ' disavowal of their duty0!which points

judicial tribunal . These deeds constitute far-reaching8beforeא1ט]!

the credibility of the representatives of the said organ of the0)harm

theמנdecide10State

.

The Court was thus deprived of the ability

the basis of true facts

,

and the status and power of0חappellant ' s case

'was misled by the interrogators!1the Court vvere harmed when

..statements

this case , and which resultedתו'

'

The grave deed which

~
vas revealed

confessions0מfindings and conclusions115the cotirt basingמו

the Court regarding10ncom-rect facts were presented1conceGIng which

which they were obtained

.

requires the taking ofמוthe manner

eradicate this phenomenon ,, and
~
ve hereby draw0!decisive measures

th

~

s .

"

( Izzat Nafsu vs . Chiefשthe Attorney

~

eneral '

s

attention

yet01-6ת

.

Part,87/124Militant Prosecdtor, Criminal Appeal

).published

vlew of

the

ofחו such sharp comments by the Supreme Court and!118אthe1מ

0wasת clear that the method could!ו

,

public furor generated by this case

about two weeks,1987June10ת().indeed collapsed!1longer survive , and

StUdy day8interrogators met for355,,after the above judgment was given

The written summation of the study.!ומטpresided over by the Head of the

:day contalns the following passage

the10express directive has been issued8מ,"Following the Nafsu case

".collftתןpermit Iying!0חeffect that the GSS does

which1מ.year era-6!8This single sentence symbolizes the end of

the1נג.court1מmethod , customarily gave false testimonyפinterrogators , as

full andתוbeing obsefved15rankiag GSS personnel told us that this directive

-27-



couft has been conpletelyמוthat the custom of giving fatse testimony

.5015discontinued . We are certain that indeed this

Court was the easyמוWe have already said that false testimony34.2

wayתו out of the dilemma residingפsolutlon adopted by the interrogators as

compartmentalization of interrogation011פ)the conflict between the need for

longer

,

'

exists

0Courtח . This solutionחוthe truth1110ס!methods and the duty

quite true15)1.do away vvith the dilemrna itself!0מremoval did5!וtoday

,

yet

was , sinceאacute as85longer015מthat the conflict between these two needs

interrogation was considerably reduced overחוphysical pressure0!recourse

use diminished , the need for cornpartmentalization5אthe years , and as

"
existsון

,

and51111becanle co~espondingly less pressing . Yet the dilemma

15hitherto applied . Thisסמסother than the11solution for8find10necessary

expected[חסו55ותזתז0. of this15what

state of saspense and8חןpersonnel are currently1ומטInvestigation35.2

two questions that are bothering10answer8תconfuslon . They are awaiting

the101106סעלVho1those interregators01question

,

coneerns

the

fateוחסח,._(),סת).

.Courtמוillegitimate norm throughout the years and gave false testimony

two senses

:

both the crieinal implications of theseמו""Their fate

daeage SUItS which may be filed01testimonies and the civil implications

.

against those intelTogators . The second question concerns fliture conduct

further tolerate falseונוילone0חthat0ווב)already clear151]Since today

15courtתנ , the compartmentalization of investigation methods1חtestimony

may expose interrogation0ת1(אטconcrete danger . Telling the whole truth

.be abandoned10methods and hence cause them

Temporary procedures have been established for the interim period - with

the concurrence of the Chief Military Advocate and the Chief Militaty

brief, the1ח.Prosecutor , and with the Attorney General ' s knowledge

temporaryב81וז8within1!81מ procedure decided upon states that whenever

thorough examination ofבconduct11!ילexpected , the GSS legal advisers15

those cases where theחנ.the military Prosecutors10ת0אand report,0850the

alternative"8מ

,

trialפwithin81!]18cause0)!0חmilitary ProsecutiDn decides

the avoidance1מbe considered . Such approaeh aay consistו1ויל"approach

and8111פCourt0!refraining from goingי0חן,of the trial within the trlal

28



interim5נמפ,taking administrative measures instead . This , as we said

.established15new , orderly , institutionalized procedure1חחעפarrangement

,Today

,

with the method of

false

testimonies having bankrupted itself36.2

1would!01ת have lasted were!1deccibed above , the question of how long88

cannotח0 go11?8תacademic

.

Constant and methodical15,for what happened

".the time11פcan ' t fool everybody0ירי,ט

,

and as the saylng goes,108תfor

therefore quite15years16The survivability shown by the method for

doubt that for years the method drew encouragement015תsurprising . There

the interrogators who appeared before5ט(מו]!and viability from the couftsl

turns out that the1ןthem as witnesses . From the testimonies we heard

the couftts0ןconfession was rejected due8whichחוpercentage of cases

the witness stand was0חthe interrogators ' statementsתוdisbelief or doubt

cases the Courts pfeferred the,0the vast majority1ח.very smaII

the accuseds ' allegations concernsng the use of0!interrogators ' testimonies

.

illegitimate methods against them

We heard from somes.[24:27forever'

'

IProverbs185101ח

ir

ches does

'

;

1

~_Yrt

theמנappear0)recent years cracks had begunחוmembers that355)senlor

method

,

since both the co
~
rts and the military and civil prosecutors began

~

GSS interrogatorsחן

~

losing their trus

the Investigation Unit 'sתוbe found already08תthis effeet10!מנתclear4נ

has some across the1נחטHead notes that theאתטwhere the,1985Repod of

ourתנ menתנplace0!the trust the coufts usedחוregressionי'פproblem of

".the past

10assumeחפ that the method would have come10therefore reasonable1!5נ

through the]0~course of time - whether by slowly dying outמוend

event such as the Nafsu case

.

How long would this have8חpublication of

purely15anybody ' s guess , and , as we said

,

today the question15taken

.

academic

The Reasons for Giving False Testimony

181]!court, duringחוThe principal reason why GSS inteITogators

~

ied37.2

withinת0 the trial

,

and denied applying any physical pressure whatsoever

-29-



expose the1001תpersons under jnterrogation , was the operative need

body which acts , and815355)nature theאוmethods of interrogation . By

has055secret and far from the public eye . To this end the1ת,must act

5itselfאthis]1.staffב and0חcompartmentalization81*0*imposed virtually

theאתט.Forפ investigation50זסוthe more1!8ן!5ן

,

general1תfor the GSS50

long time, varied and diverse methods of interrogation , the chief effective

The.אחטthisתוtheir secrecy , have been employedמנness of which lies

damaged or5נefficacy5!1,exposed and revealed15methodפmoment such

,physical pressare15completely disappears . One method of interrogation

.interrogation tool of the utmost importanceתבwhich interrogators regard as

5effectiveנ interrogation,001*that without thisאחטthe view of the1511

details,ו"effectivenessנתיל are exposed115]1

,

inconceivable . Thus

generalמנinvestitigation work0!accrue111)לlsappear and serious damage]4

thwartingתנbears reiterating - scored many successes , both!ן-which has

.and discovering attacks

,

and has saved many lives

absolute compart.1001,ן.סpreserve their investigative0*orderתו

,

Hence

everyon
~

, inciufding0,m
~

st appiy)וmenta

~

lzatlon , the in~estigators fe

~

t thal

giveחנ false testimony0,even the courts

.

The logical continuation vvas

.Court

the judicial process itself. We10directly rel

ated

5Theן second reason38.2

have already said that the GSS , justifiably , views the conviction of

a

terrorist

most important preventiveפlengthy period as8and his irnprisonment for

15measure . Accordingly , the judicial process through which the tenorist

8which the GSS takes1!ןone5!removed from the sphere of terrorist activity

therefore , directly,5!1חו818חgreat interest . The success of the GSS

the majority ofת!-the acceptance of

the

accused ' s confession0תdependent

cases the only evidence against him - by the courts . Revelation of

the

acts of

the

',0risk the admissibility81interrogations ptttsמוphysical pressure exerted

5!1confession by the court . Therefore the GSS concluded , and from

viewpoint this was the most logicat conclusion , that the danger Of having

concealing the means of physicalצחconfesslons rejected must be prevented

.this entailed perjury,1pressure from the court

t

even

Theש1 third reason for employing the method

.

and especially for39.2
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simply4:lengthy period

,

has already been mentionedבsurvival for such

Court receivedחוsucceeded . For years the GSS interrogators who testified

of the judges . Because of this tnsstt and the success of the151טןthe full

or

;

'

search

reflect10oneת110 ever saw the need0ת,method of

false

testimony

.

for other methods which would ensure the conviction of the guilty

Rationalizations for Conatnitting Perjury

their vlew

,

had good reasons for lyingחו,Although the interrogators40.2

accepted and continuous method, they8תcourt ~ and although this becameתו

15this situation , and their consclence troubled them

.

Thisחנfelt very uneasy

continue employing this0*be able10orderהנ.least some of

them

trueב! for

peace with their conscience , over the years they81method while also being

this situation . We haveז0וseries of ratjonalizations8had developed

:extracted the following from their testimony before us

115Interrogation work for uncovering Hostile Terrorist Activity and---

We the.5מ8סמןsac
~
ed misslon which justifies the means

,

any5ב)prevention

the people of]0members of

the

GSS - as someone salid - are the emissarles

perform actions which the State cannot take upon itself . Here vve are0!israel

of sewers" the existence Of which endangers1פמ1חבס)talking about "the

us . Oneחסקטhas been imposedמ115510חState secunty , and this unpleasant

cannot clean sewers witho
~

t dirtying oneself. We took risks just as soldiers

.the front take risks0ת

thi

s

spirit vve heard from nurnerous senlor GSS personnel . By1מStatements

meansת8 Of such self-justification , the criminality of perJury becomes

.above the law15that secutity15ideological criminality , whose central motto

pride , thae they had]0)8מ1אwith,50ט!personnel declared355)The41.2

the0*ensunng that any confesslon presentedתוbeen extremely scNpulous

.*1obtaining1מtruthful one , whatever the means usedפcourt would be

confession brought before the couft8us , was such10Never, they explained

was examined and verified by other intelligence sources , including4before

be br
~

ught before the Court

.

Furthermore , there)0חsouvces which could

were cases where investigators had full confessions of persons under
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other0מhad1,this situation" . Simply , he said0!alternative018ת"there

.solution

?Who Knew About the Existence of the Method

the chapter dealing with the:

justifications

that GSS personnel found143.2מ

courtt we already mentioned theתוfor themselves for perjuring themselves

only had the backing of their)0מinterrogators ' feeling that their actions

and511ת8110טalso knew aboat the355)superiors but that elements outslde the

0!indicated their assent by their silence . Among the latter were

.

according

the Prosecution - both CIVII and eilitary - thew1hat was claimed before us

.Courts and the political echelon

Regarding,01מ8 the Prosecution , the civil and especially the military one

single person from the GSS maintained that there was ever any explicit

mention

,

between intewogator and prosecutor , that the testimony which was

~

ss0)be given or which had been given , was false . There was , according0!

the witness stand , the0ח,tacit , winking agreement that,0kind8,personnel

jrtterrogator.ל,ס WOU

Id

deny the ase of any VhYslcal pressure whatsoever

and military , including two0111עheard num
~
rous senior piosecutors , both

Chief Miljtary Advocate

.

. They categorically8former Attomeys General and

denied that they knew or even imagined that the intetTOgators were

trial

.

One former Attorneyבtrials within1מCourtחןsystematically lying

General even stated vehemently that any such allegation against the

".only unjust but base01מ;'Prosecution , was

The Commission was convinced that the senlor echelon of the44.2

only knew nothing about the01ח,and military0111יProsecution , both

even laagine that01תdid61ט,interrogators ' routine giving of

false

testimony

custom existed . They declared before us that they placed fullבsuch

and Nafsu80א.5300טthe,0the revelation1]!355חט)theמוconfidence

As.50cases shook this confidence . We are convinced that this was indeed

those who actually.ו.ס,the fieldת]for the level of the prosecutors

testimony which could0תCourt , sve heard1חrepresented the Prosecution

confirm the allegation that they knew or understood that the interrogators



trial regarding the circumstances of8trials within1מtelling the truth!0מwere

.obtaining confessions from persons under interrogation

As was stated , sorne GSS personnel felt that the judges were also45.2

"part of the game" . We heard this explicitly from one interrogator and

.

any length81this matter0תdwell01מimplicitly from another . We shall

0appearת before us and we heard0!judges were called0תEven though

be baseless , and wholly10expticit denial

,

we find this allegation

the firstחנunacceptable . We can only regret that the allegation was made

.few GSS personnel8place by

who was,)1ת()of the senlor members of the Investigation46.2()מ

bus affair and the Nafsu case , elaimed before us300.0אboth theתוinvolved

his testimony that the heads of the GSS told the investigators that theתו

was known by and concurred0ח1(אטmethod of giving perjured testimony

this instance , the politic
~l echelon

'

' meansתנ.by the political echelon1ת

principally the Prime Ministers who for years have been holding frequent

ל,סheaid(5ס!צמ0חש

.

and receiving current repor
~
sשס1א)-meetings~ 'with ess

the period of time under1מfrom three Prime Ministers who served

of them denied any1ועע.discussion , including the present Prime Minister

properiy-run0א.knowledge of this and stated that this was inconceivable

State , they said , can permit itself such things . None of the GSS Chiefs

their talkG with the Primeתוclaimed before us that

the

matter had ever arisen

the0!fact never broughtתנMinisters . We are convinced that this issue was

theתנof this!8ח1אknowledge of the Prime Ministers : nor did we find

.records kept of those talks

BIIS Cases380.0אThe Nafsu and

We(ח1Sections1.ש-7.1; have already mentioned these two cases47.2

the context of the1חthem briefly agaln0!We shall refer.(8.2-1.2

.being discussed here5]false-testimony Issue which

well known , preceded the bus affair15Chronologically , the Nafsu case , as

the(.מ1 reverse orderחנthe cases,0by several years (the public was apprised

this case whichמ!terms of the Issue we are considering , there was nothing
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the GSS throughout theמנdiffered from the method which was customary

years . Physical pressure was employed against the Accused during his

his interrogators81א!the militaryמנthe witness stand0תinterrogation , and

within the181]1the1מthis matter0מand denied his contentions,18"1denied

this matter0תThe Court Martial preferred the interrogators ' testimony.81ה)

thisמו occured11ג.the testimony of Nafsu and admitted his confesslons0!

we85

,

practice throughout the years1מaccordance with the fonnat that was

ordinary801ממdescribed above . The fact that the subject of this case was

unique about this15immaterial here . What15,~IDF office8מterrotist but

the Supremeתנthat years later the Chief Military Advocate admitted5נcase

within the trial ofנ8ה)the1מcourt that the testimonies of the interrogators

this matter and what the0מwas his stand11.were untruthful0880this

the appointment of this0!that finally led,!110regardמנSupreme Court said

wrong8the GSS today realizing that this was0!Commission . They also led

.discontinuing this practice completely11510and,במ0מand unacceptable

quite different from the15,bus affair300.0שThe second case , known as the

1)1E)ifferent - and.81"18trials withinמוglylng false teetim~ny,0~pracfic

perjured testimony, there was0!addition1מ

,

senous

.

Hereסזסת]our eyes far

8investigation by8תactivity of consclous and deliberate obstruction of8מ

GSS member who was8committee appointed for this purpose , through

likely that15אsay , that1110member of this Committee .. Suffice8appointed

something as senous as this could never have taken place , or even have

practice10פמ-anyone , except against the background of the year0!occurred

misleading theמוCourts

,

which succededמוOf giving perjured testimony

.

many cases50מןCourts

Bears Responsibilityטחיי

We have already discussed the inception of

the

system Of giving false48.2

355)the!0מwas!1that5]be drawn10court . The conclusionמוtestimony

doubt that0מthe other hand , we have3התסמ.(מChiefs who introduced this

they bear the principal responsibility for the fact that this norm persisted for

years

.

Three GSS Heads testified before usf whose terms of office

,

for our

theאyear period

.

The first of

these

had already been-פ6נpurposes

,

covered
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the norm we are dealingמנ1971י

,

head of the GSS for several years when

1מט!1

,

his position for three more yearsחוwith was introduced . He served

disbelieve him, that during the10reason0חand we haveH1e told us.1974

three years of his service when the custom of giving perjured testimony

0latgeמ!1פ11פ numbers - he was0מ!מנabeady prevailed - although perhaps

grasp the conflict!0תentailed , and didאaware of the problematic situation

deviateמ1 from regularity0!interrogator was permitted8תcaused vvhen

.his testimonyמוdeny this0!couft10inte~ogation procedures and then sent

didn ' t think about1י'didn ' t know" and1",the view of this Commission1ת

cannot absolve the GSS Chief Of responsibility for events - as he himself'נ!י
this GSS Chief had already held the position for about1971also stated . By

.the problems of the GSS11פseven years , and he was well-acquainted with

colltt wasתנappear0!The fact that henceforth interrogators were required

him , and he even expressed concern about the many0)also quite clear

this way . Objectively , he did haveתנvvaste10work-hours which would go

which the interrogators wereת0,מנbase himself0!81.12.1the document of

the10he had given thought,1Court . Butחנtestify tNthflIIIy0)directed -----..----

take root iry the0!custom of giving false testimony which actually began

10he hadנ(1ו.the budמנcould have been nipped11"5)נ,period of his service

.this directiveמנthe implementation of

the

procedure set out10do was see

when he retired and vacated his position for,1974מוdo this , and01מHe did

his successor , the wrong method which began during his period of service

.

accpected system and normמפwas already well entrenched as

qualified lawyer, held theפ,The GSS Chief who succeeded him49.2

Unlike his predecessor , he was aware.1980]1!מט

,

position for sonae SIX years

aroused . He did nothing11and consclous of

the

method

,

and of

the

problem

from the problem6סק508ס'י''us that he10and frankly admitted11change10

change the norm and was!0חhim , he did0!According.א''and ' ' repressed

1.this situa
~
ion10alternative0מbecause ' ' there was!1incapable of

changing

".other solution0מhad

the GSS Chief

:

'

appeared

before the unit ' s investigators and,1976June11מ()

spoke about the subject of wielding physical pressure . His comments were

us . This0!circular which was submitted8תוlater transcribed and distributed

contradiction0פ)this subject which amounts0מpassageפcircular contains
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that former GSS Chief agreed that theh1is testimony before us1מ

.

termsמנ

theמ50ש1faceנ clearest wording , " and that01ח"wording was indeed

events

,

he explained , clearly the811)ג.internal contradiction8תcon
~

ained

beתו denied0)say that the use Of physical pressure was0)intention was

.before the interrogator had been briefed01מbut,00),Court

denied , " that throughout the six years!81810115תany case

,

the fact which1מ

his predecessor contjnued . Heתוסיof his service , the method he inherited

but even,)1change10only did he do nothing)0חand,)1was aware of

other0מ,him0)more strength

,

because according11and gave)1supported

.alternatlve existed

The Commission sees this ess Chief as one of those responsible for the fact

for years without0תcotift wentתוof

giving

perjured testimonyתחסתthat the

.)1interference and without anyone saylng anything about

,

served for slx years8150over, who00י)new GSS Chief50.2מו1980פ

different(811)0)the problem vvas0)His approach.1986near the end of!11פט

Wh,סאfoundמפ
~

n he was Etpp

~

inted.,6-יה-,41א61!11א'ק(6ש5ססש4ש,]
he told ust and,1110פThis was known.תח0מstanding-10עח,established

While his predecessor had been'י

'

.generation0)passed "

from

generation

and thereforeשaware of the problem, felt uncomfortable because of

even feel that any sort of)0תthe new GSS Chief by now did,1נrepressed

problem exis
~
ed . As far as he was concerned , the giving of perjured

.be questioned1001מ,prevlous generationsתוס"legacy8testimony was

theתוthink4011ימthink of the war against terrorists , he told ust1When

that the guilty5נrne10important15context of the Israeli court . What

,00)terrorist be punished . During his testimony we asked him whether he

15)1:like his predecessor, had repressed the problem . His reply was revealing

matter of

I

' repression , he said

,

~

kYOU

repress something Of'

which

you are0מ(ב

".the agenda0חeven)0חwas0וקס)consclous . For me , this

office,0was during this GSS Chief'

s

term1!suerising that11!015מThus

was put8(1ב1ןwithin5!18]1110!ס1מexplicit orderמפ,that, for the first time

be0)11סthe kind of0)writing and distributed , including instruction as0)1ת

.()3.2.testimony (see above , Secמוtold
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fixed andפGSS Chief who inherited from his predecessorsפHere was

,

for granted!1Court , tookמנof giving perjured testimonyתח0חestablished

,even grasp that there wase anything wrong with ! ! . Obviously!0מand did

He actually reinforced:)ןdo anything against0!try!0מonly did he)0ת,then

.written authorization11even flinch from giving!0מand did!ו

The Commission also sees him as one of those responsible for the existence

endured)1of the wrong method being discussed here , and for the fact that

.

loud blast8was shattered with!1111מט

The Commission attributes responsibility of

a

sl

ightly

different , albeit51.2

.

the GSS Legal Advisers01the stand and attitude0),less senous nature0ח

supremeפCourt must beחנthe truth8ת111ס)These were jurists for whom

their positions for many years with clearתנvalue . Nonetheless , they served

couft employed by interrogators , andמנknowledge of the method Of lying

~

show us0)single letter, document or note8)0מreact . They had01חdid

,expressing opposition , protest or concern about this situation . One of them

those811few years , could say only thatן~for guit44_זס15עL
~
gal55נ)-the

heavy8I ~ve with110)those who assent11פwho employ the method and

hefty tome cailedפquite Itonic that this Legal Adviser wrote5!11."heart

long and detailed8the Work of the GSS , " including1מ"I
-egal Aspects

01pityמ that he did1(15פ

"

.Stateעמן16ח4נ-Lawפchapter about "Israel as

itudyו8ת what he himself wrote . He concl]luded his long and embarrassi5

testim
~
ny before us by declaring that he thought he was serving the

Israel by Ignoring the Iying

.

Anothet legal,0important interests of

the

state

Co
~
rt andמוadviser admitted that he knew about the lies being told

framework of8them because we operated within0)reconciled himself

.He consoled himself with the fact that they knew thatיי'.security constraints

third)ע

,

tNthful oneפthe coutt was0!any case , the confession submitted1ת

question he was0פ!Legal Adviser , who said more or less the same

,

replied

interrogator had told him that he employed1[מפasked , by saying that

conceal this10suspect , he would have instructed him80מphysical pressure

other!0ס11 words , he would have instructed him1מ

.

courtמנhis testimony1ט

,legal adviser8jurist and8צחhis testimony . These words , when uttered1מ

.make one shudder
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of the opinlon that the GSS Legal Advisers , who were15The Commission

aware of the method being practiced , should have warned , cautioned, and

andתנ acquiesced,50do01תheaven and earth

.

Because they did0!cried out

degree thanפless010תthe responsibility1מshare0!the situatlon , they came

.

the GSS Chiefs

we have considered the responsibility of the GSS Chiefs and18זThus52.2

of perJury'0מי[יש)of the GSS Legal Advisers for the entrenchment of

the

what was0מpracticed by GSS interrogators . We have based ourselves solely

of view , this!מוסקquestion themselves . From the legalמוsaid by the persons

,instigators,.ו.ס,offence10תפwas prima facie responsibility of

:

' accomplices

0personת! who knowingly did8of

the

Penal Code

,

or of(3)26.under Sec

criminal act by8prevent the execution of0!take reasonable measures

the second and third of0!We consider that this applies,(262.another (Sec

above

,

who knowingly acted or refrained from0!Chiefs referred355)the

the first GSS Chief since we0!applicable15that this58יacting . We cannot

interrogators were giving false355)know that!0מdetermined that he did

detract from his command!0חevidence " court . This

,

hosvever, does

of office as Chief1במסresponsibility for that which first occurred during his

.055of the

themת1 only: the personsחסקטdevolve01מHowever , the responsibility does

other levels , starting with the Heads of the811)פcharge of the interrogator

with whose explicit or implicit approval the interrogator11מםInvestigations

be0!court and testified as he did , are also prima facie considered0!went

of

the

Code , and the interrogator(3)26.offence

,

under Sec10מפinstigators

first-degreeפי'responsible as15himself who gave false testimony

the0!None of these persons can have recourse.(1)26..offender , '' ' under Sec

competent authority) , under8defence of'

justification

(obeying the order of

.

since the act they committed was manifestly unlawful,(2)(ב)24.Sec

Conclusion

dismal and regrettable15פThe picture which emerges from the above53.2

doingמ1 work of

the

utmost importance15which has done and355)one : The
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credit many outstanding5%10preserving Israel

'

s secunty and has

violate the law0)itself1מ1ותהסק!!8מ,this area , failed utterlyמוachievements

approving , and,0)long peiiod by assenting8systematically and for such

top355)court

.

Theמוeven encouraging the giving of false testimony

,the field Of securityמוactivity0מcomprehending that!0מechelon failed by

.,Gay be ,, can place those acting above the law%ץ1%פhowever important and

task , which perhaps818אץwas enttusted with)ןunderstand that!0מdid!1

the means of giving false!0מmeans , and certainly811!0תjustifies means , but

.testimony

The Commission notes with satisfaction that this hannful practice has now

.been totally abolished

.ן
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the requirements0!the judgment states , have regard only50,of the Service

be necessary for0!secunty intelligence , they collect what they consider01

be necessary . The0!!0םthose requirements and destroy what they consider

case where8for15make0!only reservation which the Court saw proper

,from the Court)1conceal0!orderמוevldential material has been destroyed

the2מ-

-

the coufl states50-destruction becomes illegal

.

Butאוbecause then

matter8Here the destruction of

the

material was:50*0חpresent case that was

ground for complaint against the0חof routine

,

and therefore there
~

as

,properאפService which recelves much secret intelligence material ';

'

which

has been used"

.

Accordingly theאdestroy after0!,for reasons of security

.application was refused , as already mentioned

The Service was , of course

,

content with this judicial pronouncement which

for0תpractice which been acted8ituted approval and confinnation ofת500*נ

existing practices , andחוrequire any change!0תyeats

.

The judgment did

.

those continued as before

Judgment8the Supreme cotirt gave83.8.38ת10,(מכfor*0מBut-56.2

the methods Of preservingחןsubstantial change8which henceforth caused

the State Of

.

'

israel

Abuץ. Sneina,82/343records

.

That was Criminal Appeal

judgment the Supreme Court addressed5אlast p

~

rt ofהוסאו.)(riot reported

importance5אthe question of

the

preservation of

:

'

records

. Because of0*itself

I

*תו[11ט:
forן our own subject we shall quote

matter of8as*ט6!0ת,our judgment0!marginal observation8"As

matter that became apparent80!refer10*תsee1,marginal importance

the court below and whichמוthe course of the proceedingsמן

concerns the means of investigation by the GSS .. As appears from the

the GSS called 'Saei , ' investigators of

the

]0member8evidence of

suspects conducted by,0keep records of interrogations!0מGSS do

ofסח* the Minutes) ; rnore than that , they do27-,26.ג.קקthem (File

the course of his1חalways preserve documents written by the suspect

them are destroyed . The exercise of the01interrogation , but part

5beן, preserved or thrown a
~

ay10discretion whether documents are

arbitrary , and by way of suchי1תס(צןס,this witness0!according

forwarded by15part or what the suspect has writtenו1חס'''discretion'
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8ofנ the Minutes) . This method34.ע(,קthe Prosecution (File0,thern

longer be followed . When the investigation by the0מwrong and must

with each other , svith theקטand that by the Police are bound355)

Police investigation actually being the integral continuation of

the

GSS

811

justification

for this existing practice

,

and,015מinvestigation , there

that has been said by this couft more than once about the duty of

11Potice investigators and the grounds g~ven for0מrecording placed

(1)35,79/476

.

Cr . App,8118this matter (see , inter10applies also

015there,50theת moreמנ810,799-798,7880).11גPiskei

that8תjustification for destroying documents which represent

8arnve10happened(5א during the investigation and enable the court

the real facts . '' ' (This passage was]0judgment with full knowledge

President Shamgar and Justice1*קל,Goldberg.גwritten by Justice

.)Netanyahu concurring

substantial change from

the

attitude that the8This dictum constitutes.57.2

the Nafsu case

.

as cited above

.

The new attitudeמוSupreme couft adopted

:coming1מ

ta1e

resp

~

nse , which was notב,ieiqUii
~
d , of couiieשא1אטחכוbf

,

after the:

judgment

was given50]0month8,1983,September50מAlready

,

the Legal Adviser of the Service0!letter8the then Atto
~

ney G
~
neral wrote

1)':citing the above passage from the judgment , and concluding as follows

state your position regarding this passage .

'

' The Legalטסצrequest that

which he again11983,מSeptember13detailed letter Ofמ1פAdviser replied

those years and the811described the practice which had been accepted

reasons for ] ) . Naturally the ietter quotes extensively from the opinlon of

the Nafsu case which , as mentioned above , supported the1מCohn.אlustice

the Service that the0!was clear11,the subject

.

Yet0חposition of

~

~

the

Service

8which required511מ8110טnew8the Abu Sneina case createdמוjudgment

:the Service concluded his letter as follows10response

.

The Legal Adviser

the Abu Sneina case creates many difficulties for1מjudgmentסאלן'

necessity changes the form and the']0the General Security Service and

work . But of course vve shall obey the directives of the5!1method of

prepare"י- ourselves accordingly0!once!בcourt and have also begun

issuedמ90 already)וחט'the Investigators!0rirst measure the HeadבAs
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cards for dealing withוי10נ10-קט"general instruction that81983November

beתן filledשhaveננושbe distributed and such cardי,1נוpersons intenogated

תט!ת

,

interim and temporary stepמבfor each person interrogated . '' ' That lvas

the procedure would be clarified and laid down with the cooperation of

.

representatives ' of the Attorney General

The Attorney General caused the procedure for recording investiga58.2

984.1the beginning of the year1בbe formulated , and0!by the Service105ת!

the Second Part ofתנthem we include,0were issued . Particulars8"נטזsuch

practice andתנthis Report and there we also describe their operation

.recommend that this subject be reconsidered

Control and Supervision

As regards Control and Supervision over the methods of investigation59.2

matters of

HTA

, there exists intetnal control within theתוby the Service

that disciplice within(32.2Paraתו)Service . We have already stated above

instructionsתו!1בתזסstrict . Every devia
~
ion from15ihe ra-nILs of the Services

Iaryן1קומsharp disciצחvisited5ןigations56HTA inves]0regarding the conduct

.delinquent investigator from the Service8dismissal of10action ,

.

up

:

two waysמוpresent being exercised15אControl

Weב were apprised of:1ומם'Internal control within the Investigators(ב)

the course of preparation and which define theח!set of

:

' regulations which are

duties of

that

Unit' s Senior Staff

;

as including control over the perfonnance of

the Arab sector, such as ensuring observance of legalמוinvestigations

.aspects and procedures and examining conditions of perfonnance

Investigationב of complaints against the behaviour of investigators by(ח)
The.1987February1ח,the Service who was appointed lately,0Comptroller

being assisted by15Staff

~

Officer of

the

Service . Heב(Jomptroller operates as

the past1מpresent fulfils those functions which!בgroup of Examiners andב

each caseזסוwere carried out by Special Investigators who were appointed

specific unusualבcomplaint orבinvestigate0י.by the Chief of the Service

his behalf0חperson interrogated himself orצחבoccurence . Each complaint
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2theחם Israeli Society for85organization , such8מor by his lawyer or by

the0*brought5נAmnesty , which]0Rights , the International Red cross

attention of

the

Service by the courts or other legal authorities or by military

person8civil Governmental authorities , about improper treatment of]0

behalf of

the

Comptroller . For this0תnow being examined15,interrogated

theמנ)also taken from the Complainant5נoral statement8תpurpose

started that the investigator15!נthe Service investigator0!instfuctions

doingזסו01חreason8should question the complainant , unless there exists

reason which couldצנחסbe recorded

.

We think that the0!which has,50

0*longer possibleנ*5נ0מthat5נprevent the examination of the complainant

the conclusion of the!8when he has been released.8-ס,locate him

..)investigation

18disciplinary sanction8,be well-founded0*thought5נthe complaint!1

appropriate case the8מ1מ.applied against the delinquent investigator

.

investigator
~

ay also be charged before the Special Disciplinary Tribunal

,--

Investigation Premises

special investigation premises . Theמוolierate4]0)18עח5סלת

~

Th60.2

administrative and medical responsibility for such premises and for guarding

which the premtses are,0them rests with the Authorities within the precincts

situated . The strueture of the premises , their renovation and their rebuilding

areנ(budget5,חן within the province Of responsibility of the Service and of

.cooperation with the above-mentioned authorities

8some of the premises and from10The l~presslons gained from our visits

evidence , are asחנdescription of the state of others , about which we heard

1055more or8מנfollows : Part of the premises underwent renovation and are

.nonnal state , both for p~rsons under investigation and for the investigators

.

Improveנ1נקלfIOVV undergoing renovation and their condition5נAnother part

very poor state - dark cells without sufficient8515!111חוPart of

the

prernises

0lightingמ( and ventilation . Conditions for the investigators are also

those premises and they thus impede both investigators andחןsatisfactory

1capacityנ and therefore0*their investigations . Moreover , prlsons are full
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the general wing of10transfer persons interrogated0!becomes impossible

the1ת.the conclusion of their interrogation0חthe prlson immediately

,enJoy the privileges (visits by relatives!0חmeantime those detainees do

5theנ general wing . Overcrowdingמןprisoners10canteen , etc . ) granted

intolerable and aggravates conditions which are already bad . This situation

also prevents the arrest of new suspects against whom infonnation has

.accumulated

Medical Attention

the5נMedical attention for persons under investigation by the Service61.2

,responsibility of the Prison Service and the Israel Police respectively

given5נthe location of the premises . Medical attention0חdepending

rule persons8the Standing Orders of those authorities . As10according

the premises of the Service receive the medical andתנunder investigation

.

prisonsמנsanitary service usuaI

,

medical otderly8the time of h

~

s arrest by1פexamined8ןEach new detainee

Doctor, alsoפhours

,

by72hours , and sometimes within48and within about

8suchתו.already inside the premises of the Service15when the detainee

unsatisfactoryחו,perfonned within those premises15case the examination

conditions . Each person investigated who has been transferred frorn the

the general wing of the prlson undergoes medical10investigation premises

.

another place0!being transferred from one prlson0מexaminatlon , and also

0ascertainמ! that the detainee does0)15The objec
~

of
~
hese examinations

015injuredח! condition and that heחוחפthe investigation premises81arrive

.returned from them after having been hanned during the interrogation

persons undet investigation who suffer from10given15Special attention

chronic health problems which require treatment and special medication or

.their investigationתוre limitations

1which

requ

medical examination , such8person under investigation asks for8Whenever

medical8performed within the investigatjon premises , by5ןexamination

daily round also amongst8Doctor . /) medical orderly makes8orderly or

.

the pre~

Ises

of the Serviceמנdetainees
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0Asמ far as we found

,

such examinations are carried out meticulously and

"
ן

medical"01ת examination8prevented . Preventing5ן
~

edical examination

-

ש
..

~

nvestigationsחוpart of the means of pressure applied

security check8The Prisons Service permits Arab Dorctors who have passedש persons under10801תצוקקexamine detainees and pnsoners

.

That does10,ץ
.premises of the Security Serviceתוinvestigation who are being kept,ן
,0

,

sufficlent . The number)015ת

the

Medical Service',0general

,

the extent1מ

allow for even one Doctor for each)0חthe Prison Service doesחוDoctorsי מ0

-

prison , and thus consultation by telephone between the medical orderly

18Doctor becomes necessary . The number Of medical orderlies8duty and

their duties , both as811sufficient for the efficient performance Of01חalso!
.regards sanitatlon and medical attention

------..
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Chapter Three: Legal aad AKI
~
ral Aspects

Befinitions of
~

ostile Terrorist Activity Offenses

,of the Penal Code91sectionמוdefined15"terrorist organization"1.3ג

organizationש , the aim or activities Of which are inteadedמב"as,1977

5!1destroy the State or harm the security of the State or the security of

Offences of

.

'

Hostile

Terrorist Activitjesיי..other countries1מresidents or

~

'

Jews

)of the Defence (Emergency85-84,67-57RegulationsמוHTA) are defined(

of the3the corresponding sections of Chapter1תand1945,Regulations

the Prevention ofח!and2(378.140)Order Concenling Security Provisions

.1948,Terrorism Ordinance

Incitement and Hostile Propaganda01The Order Regarding Prohibition

corresponding order for the8and,19673,(101.0א))(west Bank Region

reach the!0תacts Of political s~bversion which do0!Gaza Distriet , apply

.

stage Of actual terrorist acts

----

Constitutional St
~
atus or the feneral Secarity Service

actuallyתו anchored!0תThe statusj tasks

and

powers ofthe GSS are2.3

say0!!015מthjs subject . This10statutory legislation specifically devoted

:~

the

land,0the iaw01that the GSS exists and operates outside the framework

the88,the general resjdual power of the Govemmentחוlegal basis lies5!1

0!behalf of the State

,

any function

,

subject0ח,perform0!

,

executive branch

another public0חialposed by law)015מany law , the performance of which

of the Basic Law: The Government . Furthermore , various29.body: Sec

ינLaw;(3)(0)19.Sec198תס

,

laws (Law for the Protection of Privacy

existing legal fact , as8תmentlon the GSS as(5.Sec,1979,Wiretapping

asתו described,355)body accorded certain powers

,

. The duties of

the

beingב

Report

,

and arnong thenl the duty Of fighting Arab terrorism15*Part Two of

(HTA) within the territory controlled by the State of Israel

,

are subsumed

for8,8110of

that

easic Law(ב)31.Law

.

Sec88510of the said29.under Sec

Hebrevv ) , new updated edition . edited By Tzviחן)Judea and SamariaמןThe Legislation2

,Preisler(,ק.5. Advocate (hereafter: Preisler
Preisler3,ק.146.
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one of the hdinisters . Since the10the delegation of Governmental authority

constitutional8,1963חוthe Pri~e Minister10GSS was made subordinate

which the Prime Minister bears direct0!custom prevails according

1responsibilityת01נ for GSS activities , within the framework of the

of4.responsibility of

the

entire Government before the Knesset

,

under Sec

the said Basic Law .- Regarding the Administered Terrotories (Judea , Samaria

theתנ

,

and the Gaza District) , governmental powers are vested , of course

Personnel355)Ordes Concemingחבmilitary commander . He issued

correspondingבand(19674,(121.0א)the West Bank RegionתוOperating

which the

~

ss personnel were10order for the Gaza District) , according

this order0!amendment1972בsoldiers , and0?vested with the powers given

1511authofity whichתב''man ' s superiors shall be355)בstates that1972תנ

15the territoriesמוpractice the activity of the GSS1י'ח'.obey10obligatoty

coordinatedתו with the Tenitorial Commands of the IDF, the headquarters

11the,0Judeaץ01 and Sa~aria and the Gaza Distr
~

ct , with the heads

the Territories , andתוActivities',0Administration , and with the Coordinator

the political leve

I

the coordination must take plaee betsveen the Defenceא

,the territories1תresponsible for the Military Government15Minister, who

.responsible for the

~

ss15and the Prime Minister, who

HTA hlattersמסinvestigative Vos~ers Of GSS In~estigators

55;)the structure of the GSS , the0חthe chapterתוexplained15As3.3

.
~

TA10cany otst interrogations relating0,1511whose task)בותטcontains

Only some of

this

unit

s

personnel have been designated investigators by the

,the moael of appointeents of police investigators0מ,Minister of Justice

of

the

Criminal

~

rocedure (Evidence) Ordinance . We(ו)2.
~

Se10according

1015this arrangement,0accept the GSS interpretation that the purpose

10reply tathfully10person under jnterrogation8determine the obligation of

of the(2)2..Secמו

~

authorized investigator, as state8חthe questions Of such

the only15be inferred that this1011!015תOrdinance ; however, from this

other public official (such as]0po

~

icemanבauthorize10means available

.

interrogations within the ambit of his duties!0ט]can0))GSS investigators

Preisler4,ק.371.
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5

.

ThiS was decided by the Supreme court as far back as the Mandate period

of the Law of7נ.Secתוsource of this power currently residesסיך
holder of substantive authority with the8which vests,1981,I

~

terpretation

general the auxiliaryמנwork procedure , andוס~חdetermine also his0!power

povvers required for the fulfilment of his functions . The investigator nlust

.the limitaeions prescribed by law0*exercisie
these powers subject

La
~
v0שLimitations Accor

~

jng

methods of investigation may derive from0מLegal limitations4.3

administrative law (including internal administrative ordersזסcriminal , civll

.)the investigator0חbinding

Criajnal Law0שLiaitations Aceording

8public servant commits8states that.977!

,

of the Penal Code277.Sec

8criminal offence when he uses or directs the use of force or violence against

offence or80ח)confession8sXtorting fro

~

him(1טfor the purpose-"ט5זסק
-

blackmail0428,ת

.

offence . Also relevant are sec80מ*information
relating

416,מ0

.

obtaining anything by deceit , sec04!5,מ.means of

threats

, sec6צ

.assault

~

(sec0חstratagem , and the sectionsשobtaining anything by means of

.).seq*378ס

Civil La
~
v0*hi

~
nitations According

0)his wellbeing , can amountמ3ןsuspect , or80מHarm inflicted physically

of the Civil Wrongs Ordinance25and23

.

the tort of assault , under secs

.)New Version(

Admjnistrative Law10Limitations Accordjng

GSS investigator, like any other public servant , must malntaln the)נ
0administrativeמ( acts , such as the obligation0חobligations imposed by law

Piskei7.52/55].andמיםי42. see also Cr. A.676.674ALII2(946])46,100.11.Cr5
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wield his authority10him under the law andחוexceed the authority vested0* the purposes for which0)for goals vvhich are foreign01חgood faith

,

and1ח

addition , the investigator must fulril1ח.he was vested with his authority

special administrative directives which have been laid down by law for the

the0)this context , vve must make special teferenceח!.fulfilment of

i

'

his

tasks

"

.Judges ' R
~

les"

Israeli law from English law , by10ח!The Judges ' Rules were received5.3

theתנtoday , and never were01מway of Supreme court rulings . They are

uneq
~

ivocal10the nature of binding law the violation Of which leadsחו,past

!0legal sanctlons . This beats emphasizing , because GSS investigators

the effect10vanous ranks who testified before us were apparently briefed

much as one iota50that anyone who vlolates the Judges ' Rules by

suspect obeained8confession by8necessarily incriminates himself, and rhat

without stnct observance of the Judges

'

Rules must necessarily be lpso facto

effective interrogation while8חconduct0)impossible5!)1rejected; and since

violate10choice remalns but0ח,completely observing the

uJ

dges' Rules

~

ss inte
~

ogvttion must nec(tssariiy be8kna- the coneiuslon that,א1-ה1ש

the:505נ01מconducted outside the framework of the law

.

However, this

..wholly misconceived5יnderlying assumption of this approach

"
appealב by8תfollowing,1912חןEnglandחןThe Judges ' Rules originated

the High court there , that police personnel,0the Judges0)Chief Constable

interrogationת0ח5 of suspects

,

, since contradict8חconduct0)be gu

ided

hovv

8caution0)the obligation of

the

police0חjudges ' comments1תhad emerged

,Criminal Procedure0חsuspect (see the report of the Royal Commission

this request and formulated0)The judges ac~eded.(53!.6,1981ק

exceptionafl case or judicial legislationחב=guide the police10regulations

.formal judgment8outslde the framework of

the Judges ' Rules was issued . There]0nesv and amended verslon8.19641ח

say that they indeed ensure0)11detail . Saffice10חוgoingתןpoint here5ן0ת

interrogator must

ni

form1110remaln silent , about which10the suspect ' s right

him .. However , they also10the suspect as part of

the

cautlon admini
~

si

tered

.2-8091Cmnd6
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suspect , as long as the8provide wide scope for the interrogation of

.

offense8תcharge him with committing10decided01תinterrogator has

obtained!0תconfessionפthe effect that10England areחוJudicial decisions

nevertheless admissible as evidence5נaccordance with the Judges

'

Rulesמנ
7.trialחופ

their English0!out

uS

preme Court adopted the Judges ' Rules

,

according

The Supreme court has8.115סחfonnat

,

and therefore ~uled along the same

accordance withחנact0!occaslonally observed that the Police would do well

8the Judges ' Rules , but things have never reached the stage where

,violation of the Rules . Insteadפbecause of!0טconfession was thrown

the condition that the confession must0מemphasis has always been placed

.

)below,18.3.see Par("1וועיbe given fkOf free

bearsמ1 mentioning that)1,remaln silent10Concerning the suspect ' s right

8vanous laws Israeli legislation has sanctioned directives which oblige

remaln10interrogator' s questions . Therefore , the right810תreply10suspect

.4.principleמ8[ס861ו0ויתviewed as60ס)ha-1חס511נ[

Like any otiier adrninistratiye authority , GSS senior officials may lay6.3

Investigator Of HTA , the violation of8חbe observed by10down directives

which can constitute gro
~

nds for imposing disciplinary sanctions against him

whether by his superlor or,1963,)Service Law (Discipline111ץ[)under the

.

by means Of instituting disciplinary proceedings . For this purpose

special disciplinary8!0for the establishment1979מוregulations
~

ere made

tribunal for GSS personnel and personnel of the Institution for Intelligence

special5!1and Special Assignments [

the

Mossad] .

lo

This tribunal , with

factקא. setחוcomposition , was

.692KB](909])R . v .

Best

:93.]9.%.Cr . App36(1952)R . v . May7

Piskei3,Ml~flih Za' arur4Abdul Hadi2-20[9א(ווג.Cr . AחןSee the leading Judgments8

Piskei7].Hussein[מוו1566.1541. Yassin.60,307.Cr . Aחןand33,13.חוו]

Addedיו,

.

C~stoms Ordinance , sec:38]

.

See Income Tax Ordinance INew Version) , sec9

.14.sec.978],Currency Control Law:108

.

sec1975,Vatue TaK Law

K.[80,979.ק.36. .T:750.9,978.ק].See K . T0'



the Investigator 's eefenceשPleas

theמ05580 topic of the limitations placed10We return now7.3

setת8 out the pleasווועיlaw , and11ע1סinvestigator by criminal and

criminalת8 charge for8his defence againstחוinvestigator can put forward

tort suit8מוinterrogation , or8חact or omisslon that he committed during

.resulting therefrom

accused whoחעof the Penai Code exempts from responsibility(8)(1)24.Sec

com

~

entent authority , provided that8order given by%10הobedience1מacted

the Kfar1מThis term was interpreted.111581סmanifestly01תthe order v/as

be recalled , the Military Appeals couft111יעwhich , asחו)Kassem case ,

I

first instance that "manifestly81affirmed Judge Halevy

'

s striking simile

black flag saying8see1וושillegal" means that any person of conscience

.order8תprohibited" flying over such"

''necessity';יthe defence Of0!our opinlon

,

great importance attaches18.3ח

GSS investigator' s criminal8of the Penal Code

.

where22.Secמו

the specialחו
~

difenceוא!Tiie Hgnific

~

nce of.4"15-סו001"הזr
~
spowsibitity

yet been considered01תfoil terrorist acts has10context of activitles designed

the common lasv world1מ

,

systems181

-

Israeli[ח11ט%.ה61other1טנ court8חוח

0ש,

,

legal literature , but there11,0מוdiscussion8we found,1]and outside

this context , as far

;

asת0[1(חyet expressed their oplnlon!0מthe Courts have

,be filled with interpretative content10we know . This stat~tory provision has

,novel situationsחוnew problems that anse0!response8offer10orderחו

have envisaged these problems when01מeven though the legislator may

Israel

,

two learned authors have12חנ.formulating the statutory provis

~

on

general.ןע. : Prof1חthe defence Of necessity1סfull discussion8devoted

Penal-ה118 Law (BarתוNecessity and Compulsion0מhis book1מ,Enker

Necessity"0הhis articleתוFel

ler

, first.2.5.and Prof,(1973,University

and more3]",Act80,מSituation Negating the Criminality8stricto Sensu as

the Foundations Of Criminal Law06001מhis comprehensive1חrecently

.ff487.2,ק.Vol,(1987,Jerusalem(

.362Pesakim44.Ch

ief

Military Prosecutor.עOfer-50,283-279.Cr . Aיי
And.50ו/Kaufmann,50ץ.Piskei6,Marginesחו0[005,[034. see C . A2י

)Mishpa([חHebrew(.ק.5. im" Journal"43י
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of the Criminal18.Secהוסז]Penal Code was copied1"סof22.Sec9.3

without any substantive change . The Mandatory,1936Law Ordinance of

through the Cyprus Penal Code

,

from the Criminal Lawאlegislator imported

reviewed15Digest compiled by Justice Stephen

.

This historicai development

this10Stephen explains his approach.(98.ק)his bookמוby Prof. Enker

his.2,ק.ff108.1!5נ book

,

'

'

The History Of English Law , " Volמוsubject

8noteworthy that English jurists are divided over the very existence of

Glanvilleמנnecessity : See discussion of this0תgeneral defence based

ff: The oscillations597.ק,.ed26מ",Williams ' "Textbook of

Criminal

Law

that wrestled with this5155תסןCommi5טסוי8עHons of5וטthe conclתוapparent

team ofjurists8,1974מנ

.

this10problem there , one after the other, testifies

favoufing theחבמ0ומוקסaffillated with the Law Commission wrote

11statutory law "provided that110מgeneral defence8introduction of such

mannerוש!applicability5)1preclude1תו- thatמ1בcan be forrnulated
exceptional and inappropriate cases

.

This reservation reflects the

disguise''8ןgeneral defence could easiiy become8apprehensions that such

Southwarkתןhis judgmentנ.חו.]Edmund Davisצחas statedיי

'

,- for anarchy

,However.186,175.E . R!(197!)2ןגWilliams.ץLondon Borough Council

the,מו5א plenum of the Co~mission rejected this recomnlendation1974מו

To date , the.33.4.para4י":,General Applicability01.eefences''א0קשבחס

the0!further report

,

submittedח1בthis subject was said0מlast word

lvas ptoposed!1,120.ק,of this report26.3!.par1מ5.19851ימCommission

leave the entire question for decision within the framework of

the

comaon10

other words for the decision of

the

courts

.

Nevertheless , included1מlaw , or

the defence of neccesity5!(195.ק)the draft Crirninal Code proposed thereתו

immediately,תו necessary15act which he believes8מfot one who performs

himself

or

others

,

, when the danger0)serlous InJuryזסprevent death10order

0!would have been impossible1ןnature that8of such5ןhe believes exists

".act otherwise10demand of him

general defense of necessity8that15u . s . law , the doeinant vlew10.3תנ

reservation , like the requirements ofבshould be allowed, because "such

criminal11בessential for the logic and justice Of15,criminal intention

Law.0א.83. Com4י

Law.0א.143. Com5י
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8prevent10designed15necessity!0prohibitions , " and that the defense

10greater evll than that which the law which defines the offense seeks
k

~

The fonnulation:10.קand see,02.3.prevent: Model Penal Code , Sec

valld choice8the necessity sufficient (assumingתנmakes the actor

s

belief

the0מ,between evils) . . . Questions of

immediacy

. . . have bearing , of

course

necessity . . . " See also the discussion of thisתוbelief8genulneness of

Perkins and Boyce, "Criminal1מflexible test for choosing the lesser evil

rd.,ק.1071. ed3

'

'

,

Law

of course

,

the,15As far as we are concerned , the determining factor11.3

the1חparallel115of the Penal Code (and22.Secתוstatutory provision

Responsibilityמ8 for01the Rules0חthe Order,011

.

Secתן,territories

:which readsO6ffence) , I

-act or8תperson rnay be exempted from criminal responsibility for4נ''

avoid0)orderתוwas done or made11he can show that!1omission

otherwise be avoided and which would)0מconsequences which could

]0his

~

erson

,

honour0חnJury1harm or5%ט0יסוזhave inflicted

0)the person or honour of others whom he was bound0תproperty or

0hisת charge : Provided that he didתוproperty placed0תprotect or

more than was reasonably necessary for that purpose and that the harm

'

'

.the harm avoided10disproportionate01תcaused by him was

of his2

.

of Vol387.ח0קhis aforementioned artlcle andמו)Prof . Feller

this section two theoretically different legal defencesמוbook) comments that

Prof. Feller's terminologyתו)others,0protection,.נ.ס,were intermingled

the15us here10necessity stricto sensu" ) and self-defence . of interest"

,protection of others , which the section exempts from criminal responsibility

:provjded three cumulative conditions have been fulfilled

his person or0)prevent grievous harm0)orderתןThat the accused acted.1

10protect or10others whom he was bound,0the person10]0honour

.

his chargeחןplacedצהסקסזק

.otherwise have been avoided14טסם01מThat this harm.2

6יPreisler,ק.144.
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more than was reasonably necessary for that purpose and0תThat he did.3

the cireumstancesחנdisproportionate01חthat the harm caused thereby was

.of the case

The section accords the perpetrator of the act full exemption from criminal

formal conviction with10confine itself)0תresponsibility , and does

the one0מ:

opposing

values',0reflects the clash11.mitigation of punishment

ibitionsת0 of criminal law

,

, andוhand

,

, values protected by means of

the

prehi

protect one 's Hfe or0),ethical preeeptsתנthe other hand the duty

,

grounded

,

orders0)bodily integrity or that of others . Like the defence of obedience

the law confronts this dilemma of: " the,(8)(1)24.Sec0)according

absolute reconciliation between these two values8ח

reaching

']0impossibility

solve the10foregoes the attempt1וpurely by means of

formal

law

,

and thus

were , the barrier ofjudicial)1problem only by these means , and breaches

,

as

the conscience ofס81חת1חוlegality]0the sense10categories , and appeals

,

the Kfar Kassem caseמוthe appealחוas was stated,יי...every human being

other words

,

the law itself deviates under these1י1616ק.410,ת

irameiirork of the c

~

aifial

prohi

~

itiOns laid down by11הםו61ח-raujiajas-1ס

of higher importance15human value which8law , for the sake of preserving

.than implementing these prohibitions

We shall now consider the above-mentioned three conditions for the12.3

the interrogation of

a

suspect byחוdefence Of necessity , as they are reflected

act or makes8מinvestigator, during which the investigator perfonns355)8

8

;

the person or wellbeing of the suspect , or10injury8מomlsslon , such as8ת

criminal offense from among the8him , which contain elements of10threat

fourth8eut before this , we should discuss.(4.3.Par1ח)offences cited above

which leamed authors , and61,22ט.Secתוstated)015חcondition , which

qualify the defense of0)orderחוsuggestס11סק[,7י.among them Prof

prevent must be0)necessity : that the hann which the defendant acted

opinlon which the Military8חןמwas also stated1ו,imminent harrn . Similarly

,22.concerning the interpretation of Sec19861תAdvocate General wrote

immediate information from the061811[5ת1חapply only11וקיthat the sectlon

illustration heחפand as,111סhuman0)fot preventing InJury81)115עsuspect

his.2.קק.400.389. book , vol17יח
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crowded8תנbomb which has just been planted8mentions the case of

.any moment81explode0)about15supermarket , and which

15of the dangerס0מסמ1מומזוbears noting here that the requirement ofא
sometimes intermixed by authors with the requirement Of immediately

.

obtaining imformation from the suspect

applicable!015מthis verslon

,

then

,

the defence Of necessity0!According

be realized0!liable5נexcept when

,

because of

the

time factor , the danger

get the information10essential15!ןjmmediately , and THEREFORE

our opinion . The section itself!015חimmediately from the suspect . This

entirely upon the61!5ן1מטqualification ; rather8mention of such0מmakes

of0850idea of "the concept of the lesser evil .

"

Indeed the typical

the person being10immediatf danger8חagainst5נSELF-DEFENSE

Williams.011.,ק.503: , op.13See:מסתsine qua8!015100מattacked , but this

theחנattackתפprevent0)The use of force may be immediately necessary';'

.future

8harm done by violating1סא:As fegards the question under discussion

interrogation must be weighed against the8מprovislon of the law during

.the life or person of others which could occLIr sooner or LATER0!harm

.Profא. Paul.22.the idea underlying the three conditions of Sec15This

00his monograph1מRobinson of Rutgers University illustrates this choice

which contalns the most complete discussion8' 'Criminal baw Defences , ' ' I

this topic

.

Under the heading '"Lesser EviA Defence (Choice0מus10known

:he gives the following example(45.01ע.2,ק)")of Evils , Necessity

.SIOW leak soon after leaving port8ship ' s crew discovers8Suppose"

shore

.

The crew must0!retumס!The captain unreasonably refuses

the leak]1.save themselves and the passengers0!ordet1חmutiny

,

actual danger of capsizing the vessel for two days8תpose01תwould

,IMMINENT15the danger11!מטwalt0!crew be forced5!1should

reach shore0!sea81be too far out111,לeven though the disabled ship

too late , even15!1act before0)is? Or should they be able11when

.19841).West ftwblishin

g

co8י
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15capsizing,0may be several days before the danger!1though

"?present,קק.57-56). (Robinson

subject,ק. (Robinson10זטסfacts11מוadditional example

,

closerחבAnd as

:(58

.Consider the case of the bombmaker , % , whose construction plans

day period for building the weapon

.

Suppose further that-10בrequire

school . Heפובset off the bomb0!golng15%knows that.(1,the actor

build the0!days10re

1also

knows that x~ s construction plans requ

0!weapon

,

and that police and other authorities are unavailable

intervene . Under the simple requirement that the conduct be

x ~ s property and abort the plan0תnecessary ' ,, the actor could trespass

any time , including the first day

,

as long as!8by disabling the bomb

action was the least drastic means of preventing the ptoject ' s8מsuch

completion . Under the ' irnmediately necessary ' restriction , the actor

the lastמט!הthe last day , presumably111תטwalt0!would be obliged .'

'

.be effective5(11ןmoment that intervention WOUId
----

justified15Here , the leamed author comments that the second alternative

the meantime; however , nlanyחוabartdon his scheme104enable0!only

the cost of earlier intervention)8protect society0!legislators would prefer

.schemeבagains
~

one plotting such

accord with these remarks . They are consistent with the wording ofמוWe are

any,0mention0מwhich

,

as stated

,

makes,22.Sec1מour statutory provislon

particular requirement for the Imminence of the danger, but posits instead the

the example of theתנthe lesser evil ,

"

as,0flexible test of "the concept

.

the Model

~

enal Codeמוaforementioned provision

interrogatorתבRegarding the first condition , the information which13.3

theחוexplosive matetials,0can obtain from the suspect , about caches

possession or knowledge of the suspect , about acts of terrorism which are

which he0)terrorist group8be perperated , about the members of0!about

belongs

,

about the headquarters of terrorist organizations inside the country

or abroad

,

and about terrorist training camps - any such infonnation can

be10prevent mass killing and individual terrorist acts which are about
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suspect and the members of his grotJp - and only he can reveal information

.his interrogators0)a011pbout fellow members of his gf

obtaining this,0that , for the Purpose5!The third cnndition15.3

do more than was reasonably necessary01מinfonnation , the interrogator did

.thereby cause disproportionate harm under the circumstances)0מand did

of ) ' the concept of the lesser118מ1א!This condition should be discussed

extremeמפagaln begin with111)לevil , ' ~' with wfllic

h

we have dealt above

.

We

,Oxford University,0article by Adrian A . S Zuckennan8תexample , from

the "Law Quarterly!0Issue1986the Januaryמןwhich was published

the0)Obstacleמ4נ:entitled "The Right against Self- Incriminationיי'

,

Review

he discusses the inadmissibility45pageמ()".Supervision of

Interrogation

person(תו interrogated , and addsפconfession obtained by beating8of

:(4Footnote

envisage situations where the0)impossible151!say that100115מ';

'

This

known1511torture

.

Where10organs of the State may excusably resort

perhaps151!,crowded building8מוboab has been planted8that

that lives may be saved by50torture the suspect10justifiable

".locati
~

n5%discovering

extreme example of actual torture

,

the use Of which would perhaps15תפThis

ofננטוbuilding8תוexplode10bomb about8uncover10order1מbe~

justified

,indeed imminent . However15people

.

Under such circumstances , the danger

we,תו cited above additional examples from Prof . Robinson ' s monograph ,also,

justified

15of life1055prevent the danger of10which vigorous action

,course of time . And indeedח!only be realized111,לeven though the danger

what,110118מalready15the explosive charge0)when the clock wired

act , whether the charge10terms of the necessityמ!,make11difference does

five days? The deciaing factorמוfive minutes orמנbe detonated10certain18

the two,0the eiement of time, but the comparlson between the gravity115סח

111theעל evil which10opposed85evils - the evil or contravening the law

occur sooner or later; and as was already stated above

,

weighing these two

the concepts of0,evils , one against the other, must be perforfned according

)1every decent and honest person

.

To put!0the heart1מmorality implanted

assaultחו entailed]0accept the offence10are we:15bluntly , the alternative
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talk10induce him10orderמו,suspect ' s face , or threatening him8slapping

act8תcafrying outתנcache of

I

' explosive materials meant for use8and leveal

civilian population , and thefeby prevent the greater8of mass terror against

.self-evident15occur? The answer0)about15evil which

weighing the two evils against each other . The00Everything depends16.3

01whatת the doer of the deed reasonably believed , and15cotrect test for this

Byoce"4what,ק.1071: the sttuatlon actually was

.

See Perkins

01termsמactuality.אאאמ of belief and15תוktThe determinant

,

fact gteater than the hatm causedתנwhether the hann avoided was

were!1.50[נbe10אbut whether the defendant reasonably believed

determine the actual degree10extrinsic evidence1הbring0!necessary

case , although50010חוof the unrelated harms

,

the result tnight be

-way involved , that defendant would be convictedת0ח!human life was

for doing what any ordinary persofi wonld have done under the

".acceptable015מ)circumstances - and that

the structure of,0breach8care mus

~

be taken

,

lest111א51[1ס)

~

rue-15)1

loosening of the relns , with8prohibitions of the criminal law bring about

,his ovvn hands through the unbridled0)מוeach interrogator taking matters

this way the laage of the

tS

ate1ח.suspectפarbitrary use of

~

coerclon against

10liable5ן

,

the citizen]0law-abiding polity which preserves the rights8as

resemble those regimes which0)coming!1be irreparably perverted , with

,meet this danger10otder1ח.grant their security organs unbridled power

several measures must be taken : firstt disproportionate exertion of pressure

inadmissible ; the pressure must never reach the level of15the suspect0ת

his10physical torture or maltreatment of the suspect or gnevous harm

honour which deprives him of

I

his human dignity . Second , the possible use of

less serious aleasures must be weighed against the degree of anticipated

.the possession of the interrogatorמןthe information10danger, according

Third , the physical and psychological means of pressure permitted for use by

advance

,

by issuing bindingמנinterrogator must be defined and limited8מ

directivesתנ . Fourth , there must be strict supervision of

the

implementation

GSS interrogators . Fifth

,

, the interrogator' s10the directives given,0practice

every deviation from the0!superiors must react firmly and without hesitation
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serious cases byתוpermissible , imposing disciplinary punishment , and

be instituted against the offending10causing criminal proceedings

the second

,

secret

,

part of his Report, these means areמנ).interrogator

).defined more precisely

author, about theמזםמפ"add some words0)Here we would like17.3

theמנliberal principles must faceתוState which believesפcruel dilemmas

existence . hofessor Paul Wilkinson!15war against terrorism which threatens

his book

,

' 'Terrorism and the1בof Aberdeen University , Scotland

,

writes

Liberal"2י[. State

particularly barbaric form of811פafter15terrorismיי...שתנ[1פמ

unconventional war and political leaders and decision-makers may

safeguard the security10make tough and unpleasant decisions10need

theמנפ final analysis terrorists are engaged1ת...of State and citizens

יי(ק.105).

.

leaders5אwith the democratic community and11וילtest Of

canמסקט rely1!deus ex machina0ת' ' Ultimately the liberal State has

from the agonizing political and moral dilemmas of waging11rescue10

shift0!the end each sovereign liberal state " left1ח.terrorism0מvv

ar

0!uphold the rule of

law

and0)the constant struggle1תcan!1as best

citizens5)1protect."(ק.234). the life and limb of

TrialמנפConfession as EvideneeפAdmissibility of

of11פמcriminalחובdiscuss the admissibility0)proceedל,111עיסחWe18.3

GSS investigations , which1תconfesslons obtained from persons interrogated

which we have just0!accordance with the directives1מwere conducted

clear distinction must be drawn between this subject and the1נ

.

referred

interrogation : theמ1חפprecluded15permissible and what15subject of what

confesslon obtained may fulfil the directives for conducting the interroga

criminal proceedingsתנthe same time be rejected as evidence!8yet,מ0ח

brought against the person who made the confession (and when the

11theניי Prosecution .. the accused10the main evidence available15confession

.(977])John Wiley and Sons . New York2י
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the other hand

,

theמ().,)rejected15necessarly be acquitted , !] the confession

interrogation which btought about the confession naay have been conducted

11theוש interrogator, but the court10violation of directives givenמנ

the:

judicial

rulings0תas valid evidence . This depends11nevertheless accept

the012ת.intelpreting Sec1מ

,

evolve0!for the Supreme court15)2which

be111,עaccused8מEvidence Ordinance , which states that the confession of

proved that the confession was nlade '

'rf

eely and15!1]1admitted only

,1955,of the Military Juristiction Law477.voluntarily . " Simitarly, Sec

accused asמפadmit

the

confession of!0תmilitary couft shallג":states that

his own free,0!1convinced that the accused made151נevidence unless

well known

,

this provislon was also imported from the rules of15As'11ו.י
~
ע

e1vidence of the English common law . The body of jurisprudenee Whicl

from the firstי'',Israel around the term freely and voluntarilyתוdeveloped

01wide-ranglngמ and tortuous

~

and we do5!

,

now111מטdays of the State

freely and"ע"
say!ס that the0)11fully here . Suffice!1explore10~intend

the spirit of

English

precedents , asמנthe past interpreted1מvoluntarily" was

the10promise madeפresult orפdisqualifying confessions obtained as

addition , the0מ!!%81.תנhe would11,harm him10threat made8suspect or

nonnal5)1far from15meaning which8concept of "freely" was imbued with

confession be considered "free and8human diseourse : that1מmeaning

voluntary"' , as long as the s
~

spect had the freedem of choice between two

confession8make10remalnת1 silent , or10observe his right10:possibilities

the flexible English8פ0ןזס1מו!ת22.10(תלremove the pressure of

the

10order

confession , see the judgment of

the

Houseפrule concerning the freeness of

.188,182,175.E . R(1975)13נג

~

]Ping.י.D . P . Pתנof Lords

Israel judicial decisions areמוmention here that whereas111,לBy the way , we

the question of0מstruggling with the legacy Of English common law51וח

freely and voluntarily" has,0the test,]501%Englandל,111,"מו" free

.Sec1מ,the legislature,0the intervention10already become outmoded , due

This section.1984,of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act(2)76

confession obtained by oppIE,SSIOn against8courtחוdisqualifies as evidence

result of something said or done8made as15!1,1the person confessing , or

Pinskei7!,theמום,155[.פ!ק.1553. Hussein Yassin caseג.60/307.!ת.See Cr22
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make the confession unreiiable (even though the10which was liable

1confesslonו!א might be tNthful ) . This provislon was enacted following the

15"oppression"מזזס!Report of

the

Criminal Law Revision Committee . The

degrading treatment0ץtorture , inhuman"יincluding85(8)76.Secמוdefined

''.)torture0!amounting!0מand the use or threat of vlolence (whether or

the10relation10new eraבstatutory English law opened1מThis innovation

longer follow0מadmissibility of confessjons , and the English courts need

23.prevlous judgments concerning the ' ' freeness" of the confession

the0!formally confined111!5are0אט)The rulings of our Supreme19.3

,the Evidence Ordinance . Over the years!012.Procrustean bed of Sec

long way toward admitting confessions takenבhowever, the co
~
lrt has gone

the0!from accused persons by means of pressure that ate far from testifying

this development may be,0survey)ע.the person confessing,0ונוילfree

.ff248page0מ

,

the Law of Evidence0חProfessor Harnon

'

s book1תfound

,the territories are also following these precedents1מThe Military Courts

24,Security Directives0תof ~

~

the

Qrder9.

s

~
ithout applying _ the pro

~
lsc

~
f .See__

deviate from the laws of evidence for10authorized150אט)Military8''th

at

,1[ו(110seems(5110טנ50do."מנ1!11

,

special reasons

~

, which shall be recorded

theמו

,

this development has crystallized , from the legal point of vlew,עיסמ

the full oplnlons written by1מ

25

.the case of the Mu

'da

i brothers1תjudgment

15!1.that case

,

prevlous judgments are reviewedחוthe three judges who sat

confession taken by use of8true that the Court reJected the vleft

w

that

11excessive pressure must be disqualified without even investigating whether

the earlier Abuמוquestion over which the judges disagreedב-truthful15

The court reaffirms the test of the credibility of the26.Midjem case

confesslon , and also adopts the earlier interpretation whieh equates the
11freedomויי27 of choice of the person interrogated with his free

reservation by d

~

squalifying confessions8judges introduceנNevertheless ,, the

923.W . L . R2(1987)See R . v . Fulling
Preisler,ק.6.

Cr.882,155ןPiskei(1)[)חן197. . A

Piskei(4)34.78/183.Cr[)~ת533. . A
ג!קק.247-246.
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confession8Therefore

82.

obtained by violating basic accepted values

way that arouses feelings Of moral8חוobtained by physical abuse , or

says the late Supreme29ט8*י.ipso facto be disqualified1נושל,repugnance

earlier ruling , " the gravity of the8חKahan , quoting.ץCoud President

admit the confession0!issue can affect the couftts willingness!8offence

10the need grows85,this subject may change0תgiven , and judicial policy

eombatמIncrease8תוcrime.30יי

the same183מןl,the appeal of AvrushmiמוThe judgnsent recently given

8adrnit0!willing15of thought , the court1סתוthis0!spirit . According

protractedש interrogation , including interrogationת1פconfession obtained
32,night , if

there

~vas substantive
:

justification

for

,

' continuin@ the interrogation

including the use of

an

agent

33,

confession obtained by means of

a

fuse8and

81aay be sald that!ו.be rejected!0תvis the accused

,

vvill-8-provocateur vis

1confession[1נ , even8pre
~
ent juklicial precedent allows the admissibili

~
y of

,svas obtained from the accused by means of pressure or by misleading him

use extreme means whieh contradict!0תas long as the interrogator did

are degrading . (Jt

~

er evidence obtained by means ofזסaccipted basie

av

lues

disqualified under0115מ)"polsonous tree0"1")inaelmissible confession8מ

nor has the Miranda rullng handed down by the34,157801חנthe law obtaining

u . s . Federal Supreme Court , which disqualifies confessions given without

a

should(!966)61מט be noted that from then!1.warning

,

been accepted here

grounds of0100,ח

,

now, these strict requirements have been eroded there

.(1984)2626.1[).5104Quarles.ר,שז0ץpublic safety : New

the0חsay5אhave10our legislature , tootזס!The time has come

criminal proceedings . Two

~

ssible versionsח!admissibility of confessions

,

of the Law of Evidence8111of the new37.Secחוfor this were proposed

35.published by the Ministry of Justice,1985

28ג(ק.224.

29/(!קק.250-249.

ט3/(1קק.248,245.

Cr.!85ש4,5!(ו)Piskeiם"1.387 . Aיי
.Piskei(2)34,79,408.Crם"272. A32

.Cr.!38.82,15(ו)Piskeiתוס,8!ק.245 A33

.436.u . s384(1966)34

and.קק.27-26 Explanatory Notes ibid..3.ק,"Mishpatim"6!חןSee35
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Additional Legislation

Israel and theתנnow complete our brief survey of the law111עיWe20.3

the investigation or suspects Of HTA crimes , by citing0!85,territories

the conduct of the0!directly relatedשמvarious provisions which are

theשperson subject8interrogation , but do indirectly affect the position of

.process of investigation

person8BAIL of0אRELEAS

E

Regardingםאג the eETENTION(8)

be brought before0!about18who,גזאunder investigation and suspected Of

District) courtl the applicable provisions are the Criminal Procedure(8

of theםand Part,1969,)(Arrest and Search) Oedinance (New Version

be015ןWhen he.1982

,

)Criminal Procedure Law (Consolidated Version

couftt under the Defence (Emergency) Regula81118א!ןזbrought before

.

of these Regwlations apply72and17,16regulations,1945.tions

8theת10186ץ TERRITORIES , the DETENTION of

a

person susVected Of1מ

the((0א.378), Oraer Concefning Security Provisions IJudea and Samaria

allevs for his detention byא10אש_.

"
'0of[ס6

the

78.is

_

xegulated by. See,1970_

Military Court may order436נ.days18Of81!0!8ז0וPolice officer8order of

exceed SIX months

,

and , after!0מperiod which does8detention for

theמ0 conclusion of the trial . Releaseמט!א,the indictment01sut)missio

.of the order79.and Sec(1)78.Secתוdealt with15Bail

LAWYER

,

the4נDETAINEE'S MEETING WITH8Regarding(6)

of the Criminal Proced
~

re Law and the29(ח

.

applicable provisions are Sec

.1981

,

)C
~
iminal Procedure Regulations (Detainee 's Meetings with Lawyer

charge of the investigationמןthis legislation , the person0!According

who was thus authorized by,!וחם( including the Head of the Investigation

detainee suspected of HTA cnmes from8Chien may prevent055the

days . After the15)0period81!108meeting [with h

~

s lawyer] for

811!8lawyer must be pennitted8meeting with8,concluded18investigation

of the Order11.Secשthe temtones

,

the applicable provisionמ!

.

events

which the commander0!according31967,ד,Concerning Detention Premises

.Pivisler erroneously: six months36מו

Preisler37,ק.377.
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International Conventions

We shall now briefly survey the provislons of international conven21.3

the methods of' interrogation of persons suspected of terroristשrelating5ח0ח

fonnally bound by these!015תalthough the State of

Israel

50activity . We do

which we shall submit1תthe chapter of this reportמו,conventions . However

conclu
~

ns and recommendations , we shall take note of what theyזטס

:eontain , with the aim Of abiding by the general prohibitions they posit

one shall beסהי':

the

Vniversal Declaration of

Human

Rights'015.Aft(1)

~
ruel , inhuman or degrading treatment or10torture or10subjected

".punishment

Rights , svhich was1081%01קCivil and0חThe Intemational Covenant(2)

reiterates,1966.12.160מpassed by the United Nations General Assernbly

'ת
adding,7.מ1אגof the above-mentioned Unjversal Decflaration5.Aft

persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with8א"that(1)10.Aft

"

.

hurnanity , and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person
--.-

Human Rights

,

which was0תSimilarly , the European Convention(3)

byתנ the nlember-states of

the

Co
~
ncil of'

Europe

and took effect0!מנentered

:

~

tha3-

.

~
Ar"נ1141051950ו

inhuman or degrading0!torture or10shall be subjected0אסתס"

".treatment or punishment

complaints about Convention violations are brought,19.Under Aft22.3

before the European Commission of Human Rights , and ies decisions rnay be

matter Of specialג

.

the European court of Human Rightsתוappealed

Ireland ' s078.1.18מthe European court of]0the Judgment15interest for us

Discussed there svere certaia39.complaint against the United Kingdom

methodsתן15ן"interrogationמו used by the Northern Ireland police force

how the Court describes5ןdepth" of persons suspected of terrorism . This

"disorientation';יwhich were termed ); ' techniques " of40,these five methods

."or '

'es

nsoly deprivation

Series39ג0א.25.

.of the Judgment41.40ג!ק
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stress81ת"watl for several hours8stand against0)Being made(ו)

the0מposition" ,, with fingers above the head

,

legs spread apart and standing

the fingers and toes

.

Persons under0מchiefly5נthat body weight50,toes

and6this position for periods of

between

stand0!interrogationתנ svere made

41.hours15

.bag continually , except during interrogationפCovering the head with(2)

constant , loudפroom full ofמנפKeeping persons under interrogation(3)

.

hissing noise

.Deprivation Of sleep between inteaogation sessions(4)

.Reducing diet and drink during interrogations(5)

These methods were given '

'ih

gh level" approval . NoHhern Ireland Police

seminarתנפ,the Centre for British Intelligence!פtheir aseמסwere briefed

Human Rights0תThe European Commission.1971Aprilמנheld

be0!orderמ!

,

certain severe levelפ~treatment must reach-11נemphasized that

of the Convention . The Commission3.תנאגihe ban contained6ס6טוסמ1מנ

theהנ

,

found that the above-mentioned methods could be construed as torture

ruled11.However , the court disagreed with the Commission.3,

senseג" of

that the term "torture" meant ~ kdeliberate inhuman treatment causing very

specialפ"senous and cruel suffering , ' which sliouid be branded with

0)stigma .

"

Although the aim of the above-men

ed

" techniques " was

discover the names10orderמנ-extract confessions from those interrogated

obtain information - and although they were used0)of others and

occasion suffering of the particular intensity and01מsystematically , they did

understood . However, these80cruelty implied by the term " torture, " as

inhuman and0!combination , " amountedמוapplied85",same techniques

combination ' ' almost seemהוdegrading treatment . (The words "as applied

the Nafsu case , since0מbe echoed by the Supreme Court ' s remarks0)

the statement made by the Government ' s representative , " the0)according

terms of18,his opinionמנ,GSS investigators went beyond the permissible

be0)remalns1!

,

other words1י)מ'...the combined weight of

their

actions

infra.27.3the(יפק-2י. Parker Report (paraתןSee41
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such

rights',0the degree that the granting0),,privileges under the Convention

10hanns the security of the State

.

Nevertheless , such persons are entitled

fair and regular8שthey are entitledמ0!81אput]נhumane treatment, and

.trial

Northern Ireland0מReports

State which advocatesפhow15our discussion0!The problem central25.3

cope with te
~

orist activity , which0!5!liberal principles of human liberty

this question we haveמכ).undermine that State '

s

very existence0!seeks

series of Reports by various8found instvuctive comparative material from

British Commissions that probed the methods of interrogation employed by

suppress the acts of10Northern lrelandמוthe British security forces

.this day0)and which are continuing19691תtefronsnl that erupted there

8perfectנ

,

since the alm of

~

'

the

tetrorism there015מ!Although the comparison

detach Northern Ireland from the United Kingdom, whereas the Arabש

,princi

~

le1מ;destroy

~

ng
~
he State altogethet!8against israeI a

~
uls-ח51נןסזזסן-

10hosvever , the dilemmas with which those Commissions Of Inquiry had

.different from those confronting us!0מcope are

reported aboutt43he Compton Comaission1971Nove
~

:mber126.3ת

complaints concerning the use of violence against detainees held by the

"depth investigation , " using " techniquesשי'Army and the Police during

theתו ludgment of the European court of Human Rights1מlater described

.

)above22.3Ireland'

s

complaint against the United Kingdom (see Section

clear distinction between "physical brutality" and8The Commission drew

inhuman or savage fonn885,(מdefined bNtHlity!1'''.treatment-11נ' 'physical

inflict suffenng , coupled with0)dispositionבof cfuelty implying

that brutalityI45

ff

ound44'הנ%.יthe victim' s pain or pleasure0!indifference

been proved, but viewed the " techniques" as involving physical!0תhad .treatment-111

.4832.Cmnd43

אPara!05,פ(ק.23.

45ק.71.



Conimission headedפReport was submitted by81971November27.3מו,.,,
consider10ן'which had been appointed46,08ת861פיי!תby Lord Parker ofי,,, ( authorized procedures for the interrogation of persons suspected of

Directive!מ01ל)'this Report entitled0ןappendix8מterronsm .

"

There was

Internal Security Operations Overseas , ' ' ofחנMilitary Interrogation0מ

:states2Section.1967חןas amended,1965ך,
psychological attack . Apart8Successful interrogation . . . calls for"

from legal and moral considerations , torture and physicaI cruelty of

all

treated eay be80suspectפprofessionally unrewarding since"
indsזפ

Successful interrogation.טת!א!theם6(0מ!!0!ווס

,

talk0!persuaded

".lengthy process8may be

the Geneva Conventionמנstate that the principles set forthת0שwent!ו

,

should be observed , and accordingly , suspects should be treated humanely

human dignity , particularly0מand cruel treatment , torture ana outragesן

:(8.humiliating and degrading treatment, are prohibited . However (para

---,--,--....----...;
To obtain successful results from interrogation , the actual and"

interrogation must be0!instinctive r
~

sistanve of

the

person concerned..ן
be more readilyי"וננ

overeome - by pennissible techniques . Thisן
at
~

osphere Of rigid8מןמsustained interrogationצחachievedו
be carried0!discipline , It

may

therefore be necessary for interrogation

out contin
~
ously for long periods both by day and by night with

'-.consequent disrup
~
ion of the nonnal routine of livingן

0Lordמ! Parker and another member) did(55וחסוThe majority of the Commi

reject these directives . As regards the "techniques , " they emphasized theirן
obtaining infonnation essential f

~

r saving human life . Theyחנeffectiveness.ן

,The means

'

י;

.

means11פadvocate the principle that the end justifies!0חdidן
the directives , but

can

0!only confonn!0תour opinion

,

should be such asןתנ
consideration the existing0!חוalso be morally affirmed

,

taking

should be recalled that the directives themselves11)47

"

.cArcumstances

0!overcome the suspect' s desire0!sanction modes of interrogation intended

.4901Cmnd46

.27Para47
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that the historic source of1!01מ"ת..confession5י

'

aecused55161ננ!ו0!מפ

~

admi

thisמנ mattet , which are ''

'ih

ghly technical , ' ' lay0י18מthe rules Of English

his own ufial

,

and!8testify0!allowed!0מthe period when the accused was

doubt that originally "the concept Of ' admissibility ' was015מthere

challenging theמוcompensate the accused for the handicap10introduced

The Commissioa56".reliability of the confession as evidence or his guilt

confession which8that the concept of the voluntariness oft7hen remarkss

"highly technical meaning

.

i8

jI

udicial decisions * ? toaay bearsתוwas evolved

8the Judges ' Rules were applied strictly

,

every confesslon
~

ade after!1

0!unless he volunteered18114עתbe declared10suspect'

s

aaest would have

0)left]1.50usually do01מof his own initiative . '

'

Guilty men do!1give

8Accordingly , the Courts found58י'.remain silent10themselves , they prefer

8was incredible that11circumvent the Judges ' Rules . "The fact that10way

the conclusion of several sesslons of prolonged!8confession only obtained

,his own initiative']0questioning would have been volunteered by the subject

inadmissible'11practice'י59י treated by the judges as rendering0ת!מןwas

be saved and the destouction of property0!Therefore k ~ if human lives are

inescapable that the security authorities1511

,

Northern Irelandמןprevented

question suspected members of terrorist organlza0ןmust have the power

,the ' admissibility ' of inculpatory statements10tions . The technical Nles as

accordance with theחו)Northem Irelandתוwhich are currently appl

ied

the case of1תare hampering the course of justice,(מ81מ818חחpractice

0!prepared!015חAlthough the Diplock Commissionי60י..terrorist enmes

,5Immisstons0סcondone the techninques described by the Compton and Parker

theתוrejects the "draconic" verslon (which recalls the controversy)1

50105!115confessionפthe effect that the credibility of0!)Abu-Midjem case

obtained through ';

'em

thods which nout universally accepted15!1!1even,!5%

get free of the technical rules10proposes)1''.standards of behaviour

provide by law, following10confesslons and,0concerning the admissibility

.73Para55
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the Bennett Commission recommends the115יחסקסאff . of178.para11מ
code of conduct" for interrogators , prohibiting acts"8

*
, introduction of

should also be!ו.treatment-111defined as physical or mentally degrading%
mentloned that the Commission reJects the idea of outside supervision overו,

prefers internal supervislon by senior1163.18(5סחנעוPolice interrogation1
within interrogation0תPolice officers

,

including observation of what goes'1
,

64.rooms through closed-circuit television1

-~-=]

י-.

"5
פ

ן

.202Para63

.seq)224סPara"6י
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Chapter Four: Conclusions and Recommendations

draw our' conclusions from0!this last Chaptet of the Report we have11.4מ

add0!right!1that has been stated above . We also consider811

the1מsuitable procedures for investigations of HTA0חrecommendations

way out of80!which we shall pointמנfuture , and further recommendations

,

members8אthat50,which the Service has become involved1תthe tangle

0!may be able,!נמטparticular members of the Investigationתנand

the burden of the past0)overcome the feelings of distress and anxiety due

,were!85ו,our Letter of Appointment we were1ת

.

them0תthat weighs

the unique0!'',formulating our recommendationsתן,have regard0!glsided

state that we are0!hardly necessaryי'511ן..needs of

the

struggle against HTA

those

,0!less have we directed our attention0מwell aware of

these

needs

,

but

.civilized State can exist0תvalues of law and worals without which

0!Three ways exist for solving this grave dilema between the vital need2.4

5maintain0!citizensא , and5!ןthe State and,0preserve the vely existence

-basi~ moral prineiples"
law-rabidiיח7י(אbelievesנ

~
g state8_85character

any givenמנfor the methods of police interrogation which are employed

us11סAnd65.faithful mirror of

the

character of

the

entire fegime8regime are

8the interrogation methods of0!with respect50the more811:add here

towards methods5116!8מdanger Ofחנalways5נsecurity service , which

.regimes which we abhorתנpractised

recognize that because of crucial interests1015The first way pfoposed3.4

their war against2מState security, the activity of the Security Services,0

,outslde the realm of the law5נtwilight zone ' whieh"8מנterrorism occurs

and therefore these services should be freed from the bonds of the law and

.must be permitted deviations from the law

of

a

freeנונ7עThis way must be utterly rejected

.

The law , which expresses the

ours

,

which85State such8the keystone for the existence of5נ,people

immense latent5!נthe GSS ,, with]ו.values Of'

liberty

and equalityתנbelieves

interrogationsנננקע , who115חנthe rule of law0!be subject10)5נ0מ

,

povver

Afizi,65,264.Cr.A65ץ.ע(.(]..20(י,Piskei[ו"225.י23.
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the111שown conductor or5)1be)111ו7ל?that regardמוways5אdetemaine seeנ, thatשeasy1(8נ?own5אlegality ofאפpolitical echelon lay down for

the0)מנfallשone day liable5055נfollowed, control over the5נthis way

the0!group of persons , and from there0זunscrupulous personמפhands of

preserve the)0תwe do!1.hair' s breadth8butא5נpolice stateבdespotism of

the danger

" great that the work ofי

,

well85this areaחנrule of

law

zealously

be done throughל,נםthose who assail the existence of~

the

State from without

".within , wjth "men devouring each otherחוסזןself-destrdction,0acts

what the law of

the

0!additionתוoperations5אthe GSS needs scope for11

eonvincang the legislator that the law shouldתנland allows , the solution lies

.

existing lawא)disregarding0מ*חו

,

be amended
ין,ן,

verslon slightly different from the above woul

~

have the GSS subordinate1נ

but separate froa the law of the10parallel,o1wn cluasi-Iegal systenמשש)(0שנ
internal law for itself andקטown by settingת150נland , with the GSS acting'",ן',י

01SCNpulously preserving that internal law , through the imposition

own8!10מ,discipline and , when the need ar* ses , punitive sanctions

pathשתנחimpasse8![והsvhich0א ied fhe GSS-15"1~saw that1,ל:

~
persenne--------.",,ן%

the10take the high road Of full obedience0!order115011,תו,,--- - must extricate

.methods of interrogation5)נregards85

,

laws of the State

ש that of the hypocrites : they declare that they abide5נThe second way4.4.1,1
%

.beneath the surface0חwhat goes0)btind eyeפby the rule of law , but turn,,1

.article by

~

rof8חןתapposite description of this frame Of mindחבfoundס7ל,* Control of Terrorism and"0תof Yale University,.]נ,Bishop,עיJoseph
ש,

harsh0)Referring66

"

.Insuaection : The British Laboratory Experience

methods(ק.166): of interrogation , the author says

The inelination of

the

average

,

ordinarily humanitarian , Member of""וש
ש tolerate the use of such1015)Parliament (or Congressman , or voter,ש

him . Neitherש'only when they are ' unbeknownst)ט",methods

0!Parliament nor any responsible Minister was prepafed explicitly5
the Comptonמנauthorize the system Of questioning descr

~

bedש
"...Reportע

ש
-1

Law.42(!978).ק.40י. and Contemporary Problems . Duke University . vol65

יי
1
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convenient1!5נ:one of the GSS witnesses]0the figurative languageמי~or

front of his house

,

whileמנthe clean green grass0מס01112*510!מfor the

the sewerage pipes .

"

But the1חwashed away15beneath him the refuse

isolate any one Stateשimpossibleאלapt , because)015מcomparison

10liable5נone placeמנauthority from the overall social structure , and rot

.spread and engulf the entire structure

opt for the third way - the trathful road of0)61טalternative5נסתThere5.4

concemed

.

The law itself5ןthe fule of

law

- also where this dirficult subject

regarding Hostile055proper framework for the aativity of

the

8must ensure

their attendant problems811Tenorist Activity (HTA) investigations , with

the conclusion of our long deliberations ,, we are convinced!11.

.

and dilemmas

essential for the moral strength of

Israeli

society and of

I

the GSS as5נthat this

.the lines we shall describe below0ח

.

feasibleא5ןand that,חofבח8ק

basic8deprive citizens of the State of10Acts of terrorism have as their aim

physical integrity . Organizations which0*life and0)right , namely the right

ששי,) ,%%
נן;

ה4,.-

part5!נdeea~d that

the

State for10eoral right0מhave1981as thejr-1ס5(.5נח

incumbent1נ5נ,malntaln towards them the usual civil rights . Nevertheless

preserve0!authorities , including the

~

sst115upon the State and

their,תן tteatment of terroristsתןhumanitarian behaviour and human dignity

law-abiding State groundedבuphold the credo of the State itself as0!order

morality

.

Any infringement of these basic]0fundamental conceptsחו

0!liable15

,

against those who wotild destroy the State85concepts

,

even

.us by engendering intemal moral conuption0תrecoil

thwart terrorist0)We are convinced that effective act
~
vity by the GSS6.4

impossible,מ1 without use of the tool of

the

interrogation of suspects15acts

them and0*onlyיסמן,תextract from them vital information0!order

.unobtainable by other methods

impossible without the use15The effective interrogation of terrorist suspects

disclose10!ל,0111חobdurateחבovercome0*orderתן,of means of pressure

overcome the fear of the person under interroga

~
ion that0ןinformation and

he does reveal]ו,befall him from his own organization11נ7יhann

.information

-79-
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asא vve interpreted,1תשבpermissible under the5ןInterrogation of

this

kindן
8111admissible15confession thus obtained8above , and we think that,ן

.under the existing rulings of the Suprenle cotirt,481)criminal

violent-ח0חThe means of pressure should principally take the fonn of7.4ן
vigorous and extensive interrogation , with8psychological pressure throughו

the use of stratagems , including acts of deception . However, when these do)

moderate measure of physical8attain their purpose, the exertion of!0מ

interrogators should be guided by setting355)

.

pressure cannot be avoided

prevent the use of inordinate0!orderחן,this matterפנclear boundaries

setמנ out8נistered by the interrogator . Asחוphysical pressure arbitrarily admiIן
the Second Part of this Report

,

guidelines concenilng suchתנdetailן

the Service evet since the scope of investigationתנboundaries have existedן
Of HTA was expanded , as required by the new situation following the sixן

theמנThese guidelines underwent occasional changes , generallyך

.

Days War

the use Of physical force , which were imposed0מdirection of restrictionsן
today theנחחט

,

the political echelon,0the initiative81time0!from timeן

15the s)
~

fSOfi ander

~

nterrogatjonל(;(אphysical contact01autherizatien----.ן.-

.extremely limitedן

present scattered among vanous intemal GSS)8These instructions are8;41

Chapter of this81מ.one documentח]instructions .. They should be collected

,the second1מbe included1ל,!נReport, which for understandable reasons

code of guidelines for GSS8secre
~

Part , we have therefore fonnulatedן

past

experlence , and with as much']0the basis0ח,inteaogators which defineן

the intewogator0!permitted5ןpossible , the boundaries of what85precisionן
these11him . We are convinced that0)prohibited15and malnly what

spirit , the effectiveness ofחנletter andחוboundaries are malntalned exactly

be faf from11!1(1לthe sanle time)8be assured

,

while111שלthe interrogation

use of physical or mental torture , maltreatment of the person beingס

.interrogated , or the degradation of his human dignity

person8be opened against0!18investigation0תWe note once again that

15suspect that he10unless infonnation exists giving reasonable grounds

15political subversion which0[מנ,HTAח!some man

ner

involvedתנ
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the conscience of the best of investigators , who0מweighing down8נ

.couftמנgiving tNthful testimony01מus that they erred by10admitted

0!enable the GSSווו7לwhich we point10possible

~

hat the pathא5נ,Indeed

amend the existing law0!operate for the long term, thus obviating the need

.!1especially for

81Regarding the methods of

interrogation

of HTA suspects , we dwelt13.4

theמ0 defence based0,the central importance we attach0מlenghth above

of the Penal Code . We analyzed the principle of22

.

necessity , under sec

this p
~
ovision , and explained that theמוembodied18" lesser evll

~
hich

theמנact10the need88great evil of HTA justifies countet-~measures such

actually15only when the perpetration Of such activity!0,22ח.sense of sec

!8occur0!liableא5ןthat50,exists potentially1נimminent , but also when

any time

.

We also detailed the restrictions and conditions which we believe

activity Of interrogating HTA suspects through81)1ץtheשshould be imposed

forקטcode of guidelines which we drew8the use of pressure , including

.the Second Part of this Reportחוincluded15

~

ss interr~gators and which

pass the test of the8150tions and conditions:ס(that

ht

ese restri5סעס11ס.--WE

the international Conventions which vve cited abo
~

eמןprohibitions contained

certaln that the substance of14!1.ff ; ) for purposes or comparison21.3(para

severe than the15515סthe means of pressure permitted under these guidelines

"techniques" which occupied the British Commissions of Inquity that

Northern Ireland

.

Theמנconsidered the methods of

~

the war against terrorism

law-abiding State which8guidelines pr~perly preserve Israel ' s image as

the face of the dangersחנfundamental moral values even0!holds fast

coming from the terrorist organizations which threaten the existence of the

any other countty1חcitizens - dangers unexampled115State and the lives of

.earth0ח

The issue of the admissibility of confessions from persons interro14.4

our,הסותוקסour1מ.rulings of the Supreme court0חdependent5נgated

survey of the development of these rulings shows that confessions obtained

85,be justified10us0!by means of interrogation methods which appear

pass the test of the flexible rules of0)also be able111ש

,

explained above

.

the hdu ' adi caseמנthe leading judgmentחןadmissibility implicit
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8admissibility of

I

' confessions by']0soive the problem0!proposal8We heard

personnel and the355)separation between the stage of intewogation by81!0!

policemanש which alone would be presented8confession by8recording of

approve of this proposal

.

Ttue , the Supreme Court)0חthe court . We do

later confession was made by theפunder special circumstances , that67,fuled

8earlier stage he had made88!חeven though,נןנילaccused of his own free

invalid as such

,

but15י0חdistinction8confesslon which was reJeeted . Such

would!1interrogato
~

s355)cnminal eharge following interrogation by81מ

convince the court that the effect of

:

pressure methods "sed by0!be easy!0ת

the Person interrogated had ceased when the policeman recorded the0תth
~
m

.the court10confesslon which was later presented

court or before any otherתןtestify10called5נinvestigator who15.4מג

and theה1טז!the0!וותסhear evidence , shall testify0!authority empowered

be deviated from under!0חwhich mustקוסחוזק!סbasic85ןwhole truth

.

This

0investiga[נ81
~
ors0!11!m

~
st be instilled strongly!1.any circumstances

new investigators during the courses they takeתוlevels , and especially

the f
~
did . This bitter lesson vvasחוin

~
stigators6וששה-8ת1פוטםש0,6א1ע8[4סשו

the8150menas'ט!א]!the levels of the GSS . ~ The whole811leamed well by

the suspect , whenever this888!51מfull revelation of the means employed

trial

.

Another dilemma emerges here , stemming from the8מנquestion anses

preserveתנשנ the secrecy of the methods the GSS employs0!need

psychological pressure0זphysical10refer!0חinvestigations . Here we do

suspect . The interrogator must reveal the facts about these8exerted against

these the GSS uses methods the revelation of'

which

0)full . But

in

additionתו

hearing concerning the8חנ

.

once)8nulllfy their effectiveness0!liable15

secret materlal of

I

'

ehis

custodyח68110, or for releaseתנremand8request for

the detainee or his0!being revealed115be submitted without?18חkind

this10itself, we ate unaware of any solution181]!lawyer . As regards the

Certificate of Ptivilege from the8dilemma other than the submission of

of the Evidence44.Prime Minister or the Minister of Defence , under sec

,the territories , from the commander of

the

territoryח!,or(1971,Ordinance

attesting that the68)Security Provisions0מof the Order98.under sec

.)ff . ( the Sich case807,80חיוי]Piskei7.53,69.Cr . A867נ

65ק,"חן8.15!.ק.6.



hann State security (or the security of

the

0)liable15

the

method']0disciosure

us that by the very refusal ofa0!territory) . The apprehension was expressed

bring about the0!liable15certain question , he80!reply10witness355)

identification of the method covered by privilege . We assume that this

Certificate of' Privilegeבdifficulty can be overcome by means oidrawing up

limine , questioning about methods1מ,once81prevent111,לmanner which8תן

.covered by privilege

accusedמפClaiming privilege for part of the incriminating evidence against

weaken the Prosecution ' s ease0!are liable181מthe81submission-118מ0מand

clear15be acquitted , although his guilt7111לwhere the accused*תוסעthe0!

Court . Thisחנfrom the secret evidence which cannot be be submitted

absolutely frank consultationמנ

,

advanceמנpossibility must be assessed

..)or military0נויו)and of the Prosecution55;)between representatives of

I

'

the

for

~

'

the

-1987June20מ-this matter was recently drawn up0תprocedure)ע
the submission of this Report of

ours

. We weDe cold thatנהתטinterim
~

riod

permanent)ע.under discussion between those concerned51א5נ11נ
.aiT~ngement - - such as~ this - Uid be wDrked out

person agajnst whoa incriminating8found that1נ5ןWhenever16.4

18,subversioa81ס01111קHTA or hostile1חevidence exists cancerning his guilt

or811elaim privilege for0!because of the necessity18110תbe brought1001ח

whether the0!part of the evidence

,

consideration should be given as

listrative detention order under theח]admi8פחועועחircumstances warrant:0

or,('1יסת]within the

kc

Gteen(1979,Emergency Powers (Detention) Law

or,1945,ofמ8 the Defence (Emergency) Regulation111Regulation

of.מ1 the said Regulations111and109confinement order under Regulation

deportation , under Regulation0!particularly severe cases , resort can be had

well known that15!1.of the Defence (Emergency) Regulations112

principleת1 exist regarding the use of these measures

,

andמוobjections

person from his surroundings and8uprooting01particular the harsh measure

5!1deporting him . However, we found that this measure , exactly because of

restraining terrorist1חconsiderable deterrent influence8very harshness , has

become01מmust!10!obvious that recourse1115.acts and hostile subversion

needs of the moment0!occasional use according5)]matter of

.

routine , butב

15examination of the facts)4סקסזק.be completely ruled out!0תshould
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requestמ0"ה8, for his release8hearש

judge

.8interrogation for HTA before

.seven days after his detention1אחט

Hons and recol)mmendations , we shall novv5נטthis Chapter of concl18.4מו

the issue of supervision and control of GSS interrogation methods0!return

.

of HTA suspects

We shall begin by noting that false complaints by suspects concerning severe

and other gross,355)torture sustained by them during interrogation by the

of

the

systematic campaign88א8קthis effect , are commen0!exaggerations

tenorist organizations against the GSS , with the aim ofצחconducted

the eyes ofמנmage15אwar against HTA and tarnishing8*1אמנweakening

vuthlessפas*1well-wishing individuals and organizations , by presenting

the torture and maltreatment of innocent "freedomמנorganization engaged

during interrogation*811ט
their0*fighters" . Suspects who confessed

JIIStlfy towardsשorder1מsomeDmes etnploy false complaints about torture

theirמ1 having confessed . The first task,0their organization the fact

ftistinguish tru
~

complaints from0!therefore15-investigating sueh compflaints

.

false ones

are now!1חטThe new control arrangements inside the Investigation19.4

recelve their final form , and the activities of the recently appointed0!about

beוה"
hopeל that control and supervision10Comptroller give us reason355)

investigations of HTA suspects are carried355)ensure that10strengthened

existing rules and directives . We think , however,

~
hat ehese0!according!0ט

suffice . The indispensable secrecy and strict compartrnenta)0חmeasures do

lization of intewogation activities must clearly be preserved, yet these

any10being hermetically closed355)theטוtesult!0מconsiderations should

.far, with some rare exceptions50outside criticism - which has been the case

had such external criticism81"1gNund for the belief

I

15the contrary, thereמ()

haveמharmful501מפ got entangled!0תwould355)existed , the

thoroughפthe grave failures which now require0*over-exposure due

units . We hold that external control and5אone of15house-cleaning

:several levels0חsupervislon should be maintained

GSS operatives ' violation of
~
ules and10response1חSanctions(פ)

,internal procedure within the GSS8מfar been i"
]posed as50directives have
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dismissal from the0!1תט(,קטanother0!transfer of the delinquent85such

Serviceחנ . The Special Disciplinary Tribunal sometimes showed leniency

the offense

.

This,0imposing disciplinary sanctions despite the gravity

probably accounts for the fact that informal disciplinary measures were

casesחוthe Disciplinary Tribunal

.

We consider thatשrecourseשpreferred

GSSפ

,

criminal charge8of special gravity where there are grounds for

investigator - cannot e

~

oy de facto immunityמפour caseמנmember - or

.from cnminal peoeeed

~

ngs

proposalפmemorandum from the Attomey General with8We recelved(6)

be0!,!ומטspecial8for examining complaints against investigators by

the Justice Ministry for implementing the recommendationsחןestablished

the subject Of investgating complaints0ח,of the Eitan-Sirota Committee

this0)Chief055against potice personnel .. We requested the reaction of

the

10counterproposal which seen~s8contains!1.was submitted)1proposal

,

and

apptopriate balance8תassuringתו,be constructive and reasonable0)5ט

betweenמנ the proper status of the Attorney General and the State Attorney

the legiiiiiaie needs of4הא,examining compiain
~
s against

SG

S investiiat
~

es

Part Twoמנ

which

hwe state']0details,ח05410קWe endorse the GSS.355)the

.

Report[נא!of

of

the

State Comptroller(2)9.State institution , within Sec815055The(ס)

!נם

~

by the State Comptroller . We heard that0]0יח0ס!subject,1958,Law

matters ofשnow control by the State Comptroller has been limi
~
ed

but has refrained from examining,355)administration , finance , etc . of

the

the operational activity of the GSS ,, including the activity of the investiga

justification

for this limitation . We recommend that the,0חWe see.!נמטtorst

examination of the activities of the GSS8חCornptroller also conductS5tate

speeific0!1תshould go11that!015תour intention.אמט'stigatorsתתן

their,שו behalf; rather00[מcon plaints of

~

rsons under investigation

accordance withתוthe regularity of investigations0ןrelate1מעיexa nination

,purpose15א!law . For

I

10the aw and with the guidelines laid down according

the premises of the81110have free access1ן1שלthe Comptroller ' s staff

performמ0 sample examinations0!also be able11ועלand,!!תט'invlltigators

examine0)be able8180111,נ!ל.which investigations are conducted1מthe way
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addition,חו

,

we favour the recommendation of the same Commission1מ

:as follow355)the0*reference

,small Ministerial Committeeפestablish111קיPrime Ministerסא7י,

deal with special exceptional cases and with subjects which]]1קעwhich

bringא.'י before11וקלthe Prime Minister

yet..תנ been established!0מWe were told that this Ministerial Committee has

limited.(תל personal compositionפshould be established , with)וopinlonזעס

fil the role of

1fu

the,ו!ו1ועל sabject of methods of investigation Of

~

TA

GSSתוreconsldering the code of measures for applying pressure pennitted

the'נמט!211עי8150 investigators,0investigations of HTA . The annual report

coordinate theוםעוbe brought before % . The Military Secretary , who

also brjng before % his]]1,ל,deliberations of the ministerlal committee

his0!additionתו,any , about the investigators unit ' s activityש.comments

.the Prime Minister0!repott

the ministenal echelon , the conclusions of*8this control0*addition1(ס)ת

the attention of0*be broughו1ו"
-iKeע Ministerial Committee 's deliberations

the Knesset ' s Foreign Affaits and01the Subcommittee for the Servirices

also beאחט111יל'Defence Committee . The

:

annual report of the investigators

brought before % . For the purpose of proper parliamentary supervision , this

GSS0!discuss any matter related0!also be ableי"נווSubcommittee

deems;ש8. appropri!ןinvestiligations Of

~

TA . asן

Legal Proceedings ror past Actions of GSS Investigators awd Testimony

this respect1מgaven by them

legalתוWe are now reaching the senous problems involved20.4

01acts0*proceedings
that may be openend against GSS investigators , due

investigationחשemploying pressure perfonned by them during the course of

thisחוfalse testimony they gave10of persons suspected of HTA , and due

acts Of physical or0*reference1ת.Tribunal8Court orפregard before

psychological pressure employed by them: Prima facie these included

.(4.3paraתוassault , blackmail and threats (see above,0criminal offences

deviate from the*0חus that , as long as these acts did0*seems!1But
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the time of

~

the investigation (and they!8the GSSחנguidelines which existed

deviate from those guidelines) , the investigator who!0מusually did

of(1)(8)24.plead justification under sec10be able111שperformed the acts

the Penal Code , since the investigatot complied with the order of his

manifestly illegal , because there were)0מsupenors

.

and this order was

obtain0!orderמנgrounds for the investigator ' s belief

I

that he was thus acting

whieh the0!infonnation about the activities of

!

'

the

terrorist organization81!1י
belonging . The investigator can,0person under investigation was suspected

,

the Penal Code]022.sec0!necessity , according]0the defenee0חrely8150

,

above!1we have interpreted85

hisח1מaetion8תנ defenseחןThe investigator can ralse slmllar pleas21.4

brought against him for assault , under15action8חsuch]1,tort for damages

action8מof

the

Civil Wrongs Ordinance (

New

Version) . To such(1)23.sec

,of the Ordinance(1)24

.

accordance with secתנdefence8perhaps15there

22.ne~essity under sec01the defence0!certain extent8שsimilar15which

,any eventחנ

.

less broadly worded15(1)24

.

of the Penal Code

,

although sec

015generaiת! defen
~

e Of nic(issity-8that even though5נ

~

the prevailing vlew

can be inferred!1,the Civil Wrongs Ordinanceחוexpressly provided for

the definition Of several civil wrongs , that theחנfrom the condition included

done "unlawfully" or "without reasonable cause

'

' (see the15action

.

Wrongs , paras0111ץ,Tedeschi and othersסוקסתו!discussion of this

164-160,ק.294[0.

toftתוcause of action8the question whether0!מוenter0!!מsee!0מWe did

.

~

rson harmed by false testimony given against him8exists for

criminal complaints expected fr
~

m

~

rsons,0the problem5]Graver22.4

gave0מwhich the investigator laterחן,investigators055interrogated by

his interrogation methods

.

Here0חTribunalבthe couft or0!false testimony

or of,22.the defence of necessity under sec0תthe investigator cannot rely

5sineeנ8 perj

ury

,(1)(8)24.

.

the orders of his superiors under sec10obedience

grave criminal offense and manifestly

li

legal, above which flies the black,flag saying k ~Forbidden.
" Nevertheless , after considerable SOUl-searching

thatחוbrought!0מpropose that cnminal proceedings be0ןwe decided

:respect against these investigators , for the following reasons
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Of obtaining personalסחסselfish0מ(בThe investigators ' motive was23.4

entlrely inadmjssible belief - that by such8חbenefits , but the belief - though

their1מfact, they did muchתנ.behaviour, toot they were serv~ng the ptiblic

assure the public ' s wellbeing and peaceful0!orderתנdevoted work

maintain stnctly the compartmentalization of10existence . They were ttained

the
~

by thejr superiors , which defined the means of10the directives given

distorted attitude_8result Of8employ . As10press~re they were perrnjtted

g~veמנ false testimony0)choice but0חtowards stnct discipline , th~y saw

.maintain this compartmentalization0!0!order

prevent the full10sufficient01חthese considerations were11פPethaps

this10grave offense

.

But8application of the law' s sanctions for such

:be added

,

which we vlew as decisive0!another reason has

the number of0חobtaining precise statistical data1חsucceed!0תWe did

and,1971which GSS investigators appeared since181ח1"ח" trials within the

how many of these trials perjury vvas eommitted by1תknow01מwe do

..considera

~

le number

,

of

these

8our estimate ,. the
~
e could be1ת-..investigators

the81מ0!81הcertainly be many of those interrogated and put11נשThere

harass their1סtake advantage of thjs possibility8)(seelתויtime, who

investigatorsמנ . Bringing criminal proceedings against investigators , even

far-reaching upheaval among theirבcause0)liable5נ

,

part of these cases

the0!the entire GSS - and eause serious damageתו

,

ranks - and beyond that

10take0!fמו
~

iling HTA . We haveתוfunct

~

on efficiently0!8611י1נ'GSS

majority of the inyestigalors against whom criminal8account that

the GSS , amongחנserving5"ננbe submitted , are10complaints are likely

small-1נמן and closely815them some who today hold senlor posts

.

This

.

group of individuals , possessing great skills acquired over the years

Replacements for them cannot be found easily or overnight . But

the

activities

must continue ceaselessly , day after day. We have!ומטof the Investigation

Inquiry was01already mentioned that also recently while this Commission

credit several important1וחטטק!510אproceedings , this5שconducting

the past committed murderחוuncovering terrorist groups thatחן,successes

for their!0מwere-!1[ו,their criminal activities1חand would have continued

these-ת0ננ8 investigators,0discovery . We belieye that today the desire

enable0!be better11ל(11נ.intense15learn the lessons of the past10-levels
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the public . Perhaps10perforrning their vital service0מconcentrate0!them

theתכ).required less for their own good than for that of the public15this

personal le~el

,

toot the weunds should be healed rather than applying

body

,

with results the355)livifig organ from theבs
~

rgery by removing

0!reconcile ourselves!0תsenousness of

-

'

which

cannot be foreseen

.

. We collld

",response of " fiat iustitia , ruat coelumפwe recommend]1the thought that

cettain that!811!א05שparalyze GSS investigations and th
~

s0!liable15א
capable of18tertorist activities that the GSSח!victi

~
s would die needlessly

.foiling

attaln this goal was outlined0!orderח!The way that we recommend24.4

Commission of Jurists headed by Ju

stice

Reportחווby963פ madeתופ

Agranat , which defines the authority of the Attomey General as against that

basic8considered15Report

,

which todayת1שן

.

of the Minister of Justice

constitutional document , the Commission discusses the exercise of the

5.paraתוcriminal matters , and1חAttorney General ' s function , especially

the question whether " ( the Attorney General) must or0!replies11(12.ק)

theת1 execise of his functions[0חshould consult with the Minister of Justice

maUers of security , politieal or publieחוcriminal matters]

,

particularly

:reply5!1".irnportance

The Attorney General must consult with the Minister of

.

'

Justice

י'(8)

.

criminal mattersתןhis f
~

nctions]0the exercise0ח

,

time10from time

,especially under such obligation - and occasionally , also8נHe(6)י'

consulting with the entire Gove
~

ment - with]0under the obligation

or public1081!011ק,kind which carry securityפactivities of10regard

.significance

cases where differences of opinion arise between the two (or1(0)ח,'

between the Attomey General and the Gove
~

ment) , the final decision

''.lies vvith the Attorney General

as quoted;13.ק)explanation1חthe Commission of Jurists states0תFurther

H.86/428א1פ.40(1) . Cחסותוק0(ק.608)תוhis minorityתןby Justice Barak

:)bus affair300.0אtheתוabout the pardons granted,505תוסPiskei
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penalחנ aetion0!consultation applies particularly',0kkThe above duty

suchתו.matter which carries secunty , political or public importance8

consider always , lest10the Attorney General0מincumbent1811,case8

10the institution (or stay) Of crtminal proceedings cause more damage

0!

'

be able1נושיthe State than desisting from such action . He,0interests

only after he acquires information and advice from those who are80do

,make sure that security0)entrusted with the primary responsibility

harmed - from those01חpolitical or public interests of the State are

theseאאעלwho, he must assume, are more experienced and familar

As mentioned, he should generally approach the.15fields than he

receive the infonnation and advice that he10Minister of Justice

question of 'high8whichחנcases5ן,חוrequires , but sometimes - that

approach the entire10choice but0חbeו1נעלpolicy ' arASeS - there

"

.Government for advice

also the English viewpoint - that when5נthe lurists note that this,0מFurther

clash with the strict exercise or the Attoeey10

iI

able15the piblic good

consult with10,obiigatiOnשן%Dniy hisright ; butי51ן01ח,fienera
~

ts authority

.the (English

~

Cabinet

be

fore

the enactment of the,1963תוTh~se sPerd

s

were written25.4

change!0תbut essentially , the situation did.1965,Criminal Procedure Law

~
onsolidated115חו)or the Law1ו

.

sec10enactment : According15]also after

,171815ctiminal1חIsrael the Attorney General prosecutes9821),חוversion of

instru
~t the other authorities dealing with

10empowered15such he85and

provides that the Police must deal with the58.such matters

.

Sec

of gathering material towards the institution ofס05קזטקinvestigation , for the

theחוmaterial obtained,60.Sec10criminal proceedings , and according

,the District Attoeey who0!be transferred by the Policeנןועלinvestigation

of011581מ)])

he

believes that the',ו"prosecute!0חmay,62-.sec10according

8appeal against such0,has the right!8קוח0ס!חבחוpublic interest" . The

.64

.

secחוstated85,81]סחסנ)decision before the Attoeey

חוזטס

,

these provisions , the Attorney General has0!According26.4

GSS8that every complaint againstססו01קinstruct the10power,0חסוחוק

regarding the methods of investigation1חו818חinvestigator about perjury
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including the use of(11against those investigated by355)employed by the

the10be transferred from the outset111יי)the investigationחוpressure111881ס

.the public interest15חוthat he may decide if

the

trial50

,

Attorney General

the01חו1תס5נFor the reasons we have explained , we are of opinion that

police investigation with the end Of bringing8and(818ושconduct of such

the10the public interest , but1ב1ב1ז1)01חחabout the institution Of such

115would harm the public , by weakening118בחcontrary : conducting such

the functioning10the damage done10defences against acts of terrorism , due

decision

thwartב. actions of

this

kind . Because suchשwork1מןט

the

GSS')0

precedent for similar complaints which might beבconstitute10likely15

made against investigators , - and , as stated

,

this concerns the question of

the

HTA investigations , which clearly involvesמוproper functioning or the GSS

theל,נוו public good - lve presume that the Attonley General]0consideration

our.50he does]1

.

this question0מconsult with the Government101תsee

opinlon that decisive115as)1state0!5]Government110סהrecommendation

considerations concerning the public good require the stay Of such criminal

.the Pol

ice

investigation]0stages81וחו[ןthe1פproceedings already

with the Attorney1ל(1ו[סוthe matter0תdeeision8'45ז,סח11בחח-Aft

~

iji

.

General

5111ourן recom

I

Imendation regarding GSS personnel who are15Since this

this1תreason for discriminating0חthe GSS , vve seeחוcontinulng their work

.355)theחןlonger work110respect between those men and those who

abstainב from submittingסקל~

the

p ,bl

ic

good

t

,0For the same reasons27.4

this matter0חrecommendation for drawing personal disciplinary conclusions

.the GSSתוwork10against those officials continuing

what occuned10apply only11וילstated here15say . what10Needless28.4

admissions115theמ1 Prosecution made1]ותטtrlals conductedתו,the pastחו

.the Supreme Courtחןthe Nafsu caseחןthe Appeal

recommendation regarding any of

the

GSS8make01חSince we did29.4

grounds for applying the provisions0ח,our opinionמן

.

personnel , there were

.1968,aw.-1of the Commissions of Inquiry15.of sec

be done0)5ןwhat15,Another problem . distinct from the previous one30.4
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have been convicted0!about applications for retrials by persons claiming

confessionחו18בח1מ80 admitted as evidence8the basis of0תunlawfully

the application of0*admitted dueעל18חט,ו1ןטwas!1charge of HTA , and that

illegal pressure , with this fact having been concealed from the couft through

make0)GSS investigator or investigators . The right0[פthe part0חperJury

one who wasוחסז]be taken away)0חapplication shoutd certainly8חsuch

term of imprisonment8serving515(11ןthus convicted , particularly when he

15which the retrial0*regardחוthe proceedingsחוsentence passedבunder

.applied for

10plea or perJuty , accordingח0בthis respect the applicant cannot relyחנ

or according(,1984,)of the coufts Law tConsolidated Version(1)(8)13 .sec

our]1955),ו,or the Military Justice Law440ח.or Sec,(1)445.Sec0*
criminal trials for,0prevent the holding10accepted15recommendation

15base51111thisא kind . But the applicant may,0casesתוperjured testimony

.

sec10new facts

,

according]0discovery]0plea80מretrial8application for

our'י5 Commission1תthe fact revealed.1.ס,of the Courts La~v,(2)(8)13

pracriceח1 of investigat-ltOrg gljlhi falhe testimonyבthat there was,,,הנממתש

chaice but0מ

those

accused of HTA ., when they thought they had']0171815the

the normalחוbe transfetTed111ווען

,

made15appli~ationתבIf

such

,50do10

accordance with regulationחו,his opinlonז0ןthe Attorney General0!way

Afterwards , the.1957,)Retrialחנthe court Regulations ( Procedure,0(ס)2

the conditions for]ןdecide10haveל"1נןthe Supreme Court,0President

.the Law,031.secח!retrial have been fulfilled . as statedבholding

which false testimony was givenחןbe assumed that most of the trials0!15*1

investigationחו were held before the Military Cotifts]0concen~ lng methods

Security0חthe Orderמו,found!0חthe territones . Regarding these

,ew

have

Provisions , any provislon for holdillg retrials after the confinnation of the

the Commander,44

.

of the Order ,

nU

der sec]4.sec0)judgment according

.reduce his sentence0)pardon the person convicted , or10only empowered15

theתו,deprive persons convicted0!01חjustice requires,ח0ותוקסour1ח

having the conviction set aside , when]0territories as weII , of the possibility

been for false!0ח*
haveן been convicted , had01חthe accused woltld

amend the Order by10testimony against him . Accordingly , we recommend

.retrial

.

. by order of the Regional Commander8relief by way of110ןadding
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the GSS0*Legal Adviser

the regular10ח[וlegat adviserבThe GSS presently operates without32.4

As,ח8 soon as possibte.)וחטposition Of Head of the legal advisory

the

']0this important position . One0!outstanding lawyer should be appointed

act10be7111לafter his appointment355)the10first tasks of

the

Legal Adviser

alleviate the friction which
~

as apparently created between the0ןorder1ת

the cnsis of confidence10GSS and the rnilltary and civil Prosecution , due

goals of theseמ0וחוחססthe sake of the10זwhich must now be overcome

.State authorities

utmost appreciation"
express0,conclusionן , the Commission would likeתו

0!for the vital assistance he extended.11100נ)coordinator, Judge Alon50א!

work , with examplary and prudent devotion and115stages of811!8!!

,administrative staff5!0ן!efficiency . Also , the Commi
~
Isston owes thanks

the0!tasks , and5!1performingחוnumber but excellentחוwh

~

ch was small

.the best possible manlInerח]Isslonווחsecurity personnel who gwarded the Coml

-.----.-.....- appendix detailing the financial expenses of the815ח

this reportשAttached

..Commission

)of the Commissions Of Inquiry (Procedure(ס)8We decide , under regulation
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